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Abstract 
This report describes the proposed lnfonnation Portal for Women's rganizati n dcvcl pcd 
for the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Organization, a women's organization cs tab I ished by Tenaga 
Nasional Berhad (TNB) to foster closer ties between the women w rk ti rec and wi c f the 
employees from all levels in TNB. The PELITA WAN IS TN Portal is f r u c by the 
members of the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Organization. This portal is a nc-pcrs n project 
handled by the author. Therefore, the author is responsible for the dcvcl pmcnt of all the 
system modules. Among the modules are search facilities, online registration, forum, bulletin 
board, member list and update, and user feedback. The purpose of this p rtal i to present 
information regarding the organization, its activities, members and services in an interesting 
manner and to make this information readily available to its members and ther intere ted 
parties. It also facilitates inf rmation sharing e ide enc uraging intcracti n and 
communication between members. The p rtal also serve as an avenue f r announcement 
regarding the organization. ther than that, it will als be p s ible to m nit r the I g ins f 
the members. The administrators of the portal can p rf rm management ta k t update the 
content, of the portal and the mem er data. The Waterfall with Pr t type m del i ch en a 
the development meth d logy while the c ding u c the u m-up a pr ach. The main 
development platform is the Microsoft hare int P rtal erver. The P lTA WANI TN 
Portal of course will also undergo testing and cvaluati n after it c mpleti n. With the i th 
of the portal, it is hoped that this will encourage m re v men t u e the Iaciliti mad 
available to enrich their knowledge and ex rien c, pnrti ularl in th' nr · 1 f inf 1 mnti n 
and communications technol 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PROJECT OVERVIE\V 
This project focuses on the Information Portal for Women's Organization. Briefly, this 
means a Web site created for a women's organization, in this case the PELI A WANIS 
Organization. PELITAW ANIS is the official women's group for the female staff and wives 
of the staff of Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB). 
Firstly, the meaning of each word or phrase will be discussed here (Encarta, 2001 ). 
Information 
In the context of this project, information would take on the meaning of computer data that 
has been organized and presented in a systematic fashi n to clarify the underlying meaning. 
Information in this context pertains to the organization, activities, services and member of 
PELJT AW ANIS. 
Portal 
For thi project, the term portal (in the computing context) is a Web site that provides link to 
information and other Web sites. 
Women 
The women in this project refer primarily t the female taff and the wi cs f the 'tulT r 
TNB. 
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Organization 
Here, organization cames the meamng of a group of people, i.e. the women of A 
identified by their shared interests or purpose. 
1.1.1 Significance of Portals to Women's Organizations 
Women all over the world has struggled nd fought for centuries to be recognized as equal 
citizens, workers, partners and human beings compared to men. They have since come a long 
way and more and more, women are being given the recognition and respect they deserve for 
their dedication, loyalty, perseverance and sheer determination to in their efforts to improve 
their lives and the lives of the people around them. 
In the midst of adversity, women began to r alize the importance of coming together t 
overcome whatever obstacles came their way. The strength that comes forth fr m a close-knit 
group of people working together towards a common goal is immeasurable and inspiring. 
They realized that when they were united, they could make their voices heard and they can 
make a po itive difference in their lives and also change the circumstances surr unding them. 
Probably this is how women's organizations are born. oday, we have various w men' 
organizations that are formed to address different ne ds and issues faced by ur s cicty in 
general, and women in particular. 
Women in the workplace have issues and concern that are unique th ·ir w rkin 
environment, the nature of their j and th relati n ·hip b itw n the in 
111 I ycc . In , outh • 't A i , the h ' .n 1 st iad ri ·c in th rate 
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participation. The most dramatic rise in female labor was in Malaysia where only three 
percent of the labor force was female in 1960, rising to 34 percent in I 987 (Women in the 
workplace, 1993). Therefore, it is deemed appropriate and necessary to form organizations to 
look after the women worker's rights and to cater to their specific needs. There are numerous 
women's organizations in Malaysia that is set up specifically for a group of workers in the 
same company, such as the PELIT AW ANTS TNB Organization. 
Women's organizations are constantly looking for ways to create awareness of their causes 
and concerns, and trying to reach out to more people who may be in need of their help. They 
are also always on the lookout for people and organizations who are able to lend a helping 
hand towards their struggles and causes, besides getting their members and interested parties 
more involved in their activities and the organization. In a nut hell the; need exposure. 
The introduction of portals is one way of accomplishing the goals and targets of these 
women's organizations. Whether it's used as a way of disseminating information to their 
members, to make their presence felt on the Internet on a national or intemati nal scale, r t 
reach out to others in need, portals created for women's organizations can greatly help to 
make these goals a reality. 
Therefore, in the author's opinion, the proposal to develop an inf rmati n rtal f r the 
PELITA W ANIS TNB Organization is highly suitable and ill bring many benefits t th 
members of the PELITAWANI rgunizati n and the pie in ol id in thi µn· "I. 
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1.2 PROJECT MOTIVATIONS 
The tremendous growth and potential of the World Wide Web (WWW) has motivated many 
individuals and organizations to make their presence felt in the cyber world. Women's 
organizations are no different. The advantage of international reach and high level of 
accessibility, which enables interested parties to access information of their interest provided 
that they have the necessary equipment such as a personal computer with Internet access, is 
very appealing to many people. 
Members of the women's organization, especially, will appreciate the convenience of being 
able to get the latest updates and news concerning the organization just by vi iring the 
information portal at a time and place, which is most suitable for them. Interested parties who 
may be interested in joining the organization can also register on-line and thi w uld 
encourage more people to support the organization. 
Preliminary studies at the existing Web sites for women's organizations reveal that while 
mo t of the more prominent and active organizati ns have their own Web site r rtal, n t 
many are regularly updated and does not incorporate features that are appealing to u er of 
the WWW in general and their target audience (the existing members and w uld-bc 
members) in particular. 
There is also a lack of portals that are truly created t ati fy v men nc d and that prov id 
useful information about the is ue and t pi that ire I e to the h ·ort f \J 
in the Mal iysi in c nt /I. 
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Therefore, one of the motivations in developing this information portal for women' 
organization is to create a portal that is not only comprehensive and interesting in design and 
layout, but also appealing, up-to-date, and informative, with additional features such as 
search facilities, bulletin board and forum. 
1.3 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
This part of the introduction covers the main goals and objectives of developing this system 
or information portal. 
1.3.1 Goals 
This project aims to develop a portal that is comprehensive, app aling, practical, u er- 
friendly and also up-to-date. This portal hopes to bring about positive changes in the lives f 
women who use the portal and to serve as a platform for communication, interaction, sharing 
of information, and to present it in a way that is simple and interesting. It is also to encourage 
more women to make use of the Internet and WWW to their advantage and to provid a 
portal that really caters to their needs and interests. 
The PELIT AW ANIS movement in TNB fonns the foundati n that Ii nk the rporation to it 
women employees and employees' wives. It supports the a pirnti n f TN · a carin 
employer. The PELITAWANIS portal aims to indicate thi r le to the Mala nan s 
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1.3.2 Objectives 
This project hopes to realize the following objectives: 
• To act as a platform for interaction and communication 
This information portal is meant to serve as a platform for members to interact and 
communicate with each other in a new way, using the bulletin board and forum that 
would be made available in the portal via the SharePoint Portal Server. 
• To be an avenue for announcements 
Of course, one of the most fundamental purposes of this portal is to enable members 
to be updated about the activities and other going-ons in the association when they 
visit the organization's Web page or portal. 
• To provide a basic minutes management system 
A basic minutes management system will be incorporated int the portal for the use 
of the members. 
• To present information regarding the organization in a more interesting manner 
This portal will be an avenue for the organization to make their organization known 
to others in the cyber world and this information is regularly updated. Informati n 
regarding the organization's current activities will be a major part of the information 
included other than information about the organization itself 
• To provide links and search facilities 
This portal will also provide links to topics that are f intere t t worn n and al o 
provide search facilities to the visitors and mernbe 
• To conduct polls or urve 
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Interesting polls concerning issues that are of interest to women is also included to 
give women an opportunity to vote and to gather information about their respon e . 
• To monitor the logging onto the Web site 
An intelligent counter would be included so that reports could be generated on the 
total log-ins and from where. 
1.4 PROJECT SCOPE 
The scope of this project covers the basic functions of an information portal plus a few other 
applications or features that are thought suitable for a women's organization. 
1.4.1 Project Modules 
The author has identified five interdependent modules. hesc module · re a f II w : 
• Information Management (Administration) 
Administrators of the site must be able to create, add, delete, modify, and update all of 
the information that is put on the Web site. 
• Search 
A search function serves to help users to find the information that they need. his earch 
function is not only for searching for information that is provided in the Web ite, ut 
also information from other sources. 
• Forum/Bulletin Board 
Members can join any forum that is a ailable in the W ite. hey an al· initiate th 
discussions. The forum takes plac 
7 
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(bulletin board) or topic of discussion. The administrators will monitor and moderate the 
progress of the forums. 
• Member List and Update 
Users can view the current or latest member list by logging in to the portal. 
Administrators can update the member list from time to time to include the new members 
of the organization. 
• User Feedback 
Users are given the opportunity to voice their comments and suggestions regarding the 
portal and also other matters pertaining to the organization and its activities. The 
feedback will be channeled to the portal administrators and also the committ e members 
of the organization for action. 
1.5 PROJECT PLAN AND METHOD 
This part of the introduction will explain the plans and methods chosen for this pr jeer, A 
development strategy that is also referred to as the software process model or the software 
engineering model is first incorporated into the pr ject plan. A s ftware proce m dcl i 
defined as a framework for the tasks that are required to build high quality software. [t 
describes the way software development should progres and the way oftwarc dcvcl pment 
is done in actuality. As a result, it forms a common understanding of activitic , res urce and 
constraints that are involved. In addition, it helps to identify inc n i tenci 
and omissions so that the development proce s will bee me m re off cti 
(Pfleeger, 2001). This will en ure the r ~ t 
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There are several popular software process models such as the Waterfall Model, V Model, 
Prototyping Model, Incremental Model, and the Spiral Model. There is no clear distinction as 
to which model is the 'best' model for all projects. All of the models proposed each have it's 
own strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, the suitability and appropriateness of the model 
depends very much on the nature of the project itself and also the preferences of the 
developer. Factors that can influence the choice of method used include resource availability, 
project complexity, requirements volatility and many others. 
For this project, the Waterfall Model with Prototyping is chosen. This model is the 
combination of the Waterfall and Prototyping models, whereby using the characteristics and 
strengths of prototyping enhances the Waterfall method. Each phase in the software 
development is completed before the next stage begins. Prototyping can enhance the 
understanding of the software development process. A prototype is a partially developed 
product that enables customers and developers to examine some aspects of the proposed 
system and decide if it is suitable or appropriate for the finished product (Pfleeger, 2001 ). For 
example, the developer may develop the interface of the system and lets the user examine it 
to ensure that the requirements are consistent, feasible, and practical. Revision and 
modifications done at this stage can save the cost of de cl pment, c mpared to when 
changes have to be done in the later stages of testing. 
Two most important functions in the prototyping are erifican n and alid Hi it Validation 
ensures that the system has implern rited all f the requir m nts o that a h ' t m fun 'ti m 
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can be traced back to a particular requirement in the specification. Verification ensures that 
each function works correctly. 
The rationale of choosing this method is that the author believes the systematic approach of 
the Waterfall method will guide the overall development of the system while the prototype 
will assist in getting user feedback and evaluation in the requirements stage. This is crucial to 
develop a quality system with the minimum cost and time, especially considering the fact 
that the users are quite far away from the developer most of the time. Therefore, prototypes 
are only used for some parts whereby the user feedback is needed and the rest of the time, the 
development continues in a step-by-step manner. 
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Referring to Figure 1.1, requirements analysis in the context of this project includes the 
process of finding out the needs and requirements of the users of the portal. This i done 
through interviews with the people concerned, such as the staff and committee members of 
PELIT AW ANIS and also through the author's own observation. The author also did some 
research on the existing Web sites or portals for women's organizations to get a broader view 
of the needs of the users, and to look out for a-iy interesting features that can be included in 
the Information Portal for Women's Organization. Apart from that, the author also sought out 
the opinion and advice from the higher management ofTNB, namely the General Manager of 
TNB Generation Prai Power Station, En. Sufian and also the engineer in charge of this 
project; Mr. Lee Song Chow. 
After the developer has determined the needs and requirements of the syst ·m, the develop r 
will start on the design of the system. Here, the developer will create the user interface, and 
all the other modules that are to be included in the portal. Then, this is presented to the users 
a, a prototype. The users will then be able to give their feedback and suggestions on the 
prototype that ha been developed. Further modification and enhancement will be carried out 
according to the feedback received. This process of creating prototypes will be repeated 
several times until the users are satisfied with the proposed prototype. 
After the system design has been finalized, the developer will tart on the program de ign 
and coding of the system. This process will take quite a I ng time due to the level f 
complexity and difficulty of writing the ro rams, nit te tint nnd int grati n v ill l ' nrt i ·d 
II 
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out after the program design and coding is done, to check for bugs and errors in the system. 
Next, comes the system testing. This stage is very crucial to reinforce the findings and results 
of the requirement analysis and system design. At this stage, users will be able to see whether 
the system truly meets their needs and requirements or otherwise. The last part in the 
development of this project is the operation and maintenance stage. This is an ongoing 
process that will ensure the system is running smoothly without any interruptions or 
problems. 
1.6 PROJECT SCHEDULE 
As with any other project or assigament, a project schedule has to be mapped out for this 
project to serve as a guideline and reminder to the developer regarding ti I! amount of time 
used to complete a specific part of the system and to assist the developer in managing his 
time wisely in the process of system development. 
There are various methods that can be used to illustrate the time line or schedule for any 
proposed project. Developers may choose to chart their progr ss in terms of days, week , 
months, or some other pre-determined duration of time. The way that the infi rrnation is 
presented also varies, according to the preferences of the de cl per. A I ng as the chedule 
is clear and the progress can easily be tracked using the ch en meth d then the merh d i 
considered acceptable. The normal way to present the pr ~ect hedule i by u ·ing a iantt 
chart. 
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The proposed schedule for this project is shown in the Gantt chart below: 
Literature 
Review 
System 
Requirements 
Analysis 
VIVA 
Initial System 
Design 
System Module 
Coding 
Evaluation and 
Testing 
Final 
Evaluation 
User Training 
Documentation 
Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 
2002 2002 2002 2002 2002 2003 2003 
Project 
Development 
Part 2 
Project 
Development 
Part 1 
Month 
Figure 1.2: antt Chart Depicting Proj ct Schedule as d On Each Core Activity 
The project development is divided into two main part . he fir t part f the pr ject 
development involves the modeling, analysis and design pha e . The tudy f the pr po id 
system, literature review, user requirements study, initial y tern analy 'i and de ·j m und a 
VIVA session are covered in detail here. 
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The second part of the project mainly focuses on the development, implementation, and 
evaluation phases. This part comprises of the final part of the initial system design, the 
system module coding, system testing and evaluation, implementation and user training. 
The system documentation and supervisor consultation is carried out during the entire period 
of project development. 
1.6.1 Part 1 - Modeling, Analysis and Design 
The system study, which is the earliest task and the starting point of the project, takes 
approximately 4 weeks to complete. This detailed system study involves defining the whole 
project's goals and objectives, motivation, scope, schedule, plan and method and a general 
overview of the whole system. During this time, frequent consultation with the project 
supervisor is frequent because there are many questions and uncertainties as well as 
misconceptions that need to be addressed before the development can proceed. 
While the system study was being done, the research and documentation for the literature 
review was also progressing at the same time. This took about 6 weeks, as there wa 
extensive research work that needed to be done before any documentation can be recorded. 
Among the resources used to gather information was the internet. journals, b oks and etc. 
The system requirements analysis is expected to take around 6 to 7 we k to c mplete. The 
system development tools analysis is rf rm d to ify the hardware and 
r qulr ·rncnl of this pro] · t. Meetin ' and inte i ws with the cli ·nt are nl o nr ri I ut 
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during this period of time to find out their needs and requirements of the system to assist in 
the development of the system. 
The VIV A session is scheduled from the 12th to 30th of August; whereby the development of 
the project will be presented to the moderator who will give propositions, ideas and 
comments to further improve on the system. 
The initial system design is estimated to take about a total of 10 weeks. Each project module 
will be designed in accordance to the user requirements using the E-R (Entity-Relationship) 
diagram and DFD (Data Flow Diagram). The interface of the system will also be designed at 
the same time. 
1.6.2 Part 2 - Development, ImpJementation and Evaluation 
This part of the development will take approximately 5 months to complete. The system 
modules coding is expected to take around 12 weeks because this task is very complex and 
requires a lot of time. The quality of the coding has to be good, and during this time al o, 
debugging and thorough testing of the modules are being carried out. This is to ensure the 
system is reliable and robust. A complete evaluation and testing exercise of the whole y tern 
is then done and this is estimated to take up to 8 weeks. At this point, the critical system 
integration will take place and stringent testing will be done from time to time. 
The final implementation of the system h uld take around v " • t c mpl 't(;; un anolh ·r 
w is nllocat d for user training, Thi· i t h I~ the u ser fumiliari c them' I s with th 
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system, to answer their queries, and to solve any problems that they face when using the 
system 
Weekly consultation with the project supervisor, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Zainab Awang Ngah is 
done throughout the development of the system. The project documentation is another task 
that is being done for almost the whole durati n of the project. This is essential to provide 
easy reference for other similar systems and can be used as a guide for new developers to 
enhance or modify the system in the future. 
1.7 REPORT OVERVIEW 
1.7.1 Part 1- Modeling, Analysis and Desigo 
(a) Chapter 1 - Introduction 
This opening chapter introduces an overview of the project's proposal. This includes the 
project overview, project motivation, the goals and objectives of the pr ject, the project 
scope, plan and methods, and the project schedule. A a wh le, thi chapter i the initial 
system study that covers the project fundamentals and determine the ti a ibility f thi 
project. 
(b) Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
This chapter includes the literature review f other w rk 
of intere t. The main topic consi t f th tud n th 
n us ociat d i 1 uc · and Ii Id 1 
iffcrent t rt 11: and 
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study of similar existing systems, and the evaluation criteria and tools to evaluate a Web 
site or information portal. 
( c) Chapter 3 - Methodology 
This chapter identifies and provides the clarifications on the methodology, mechanism 
and approach that are to be adapted in this project. This is crucial to ensure that these 
development approaches are justified and to enlighten the reader of its significance. 
( d) Chapter 4 - System Analysis 
A detailed analysis of the system development tools is covered in this chapter, and this 
includes the practicality, effectiveness and appropriateness of the chosen tools in this 
project. The functional and non-functional requirements are also explored here. 
(e) Chapter 5- System Design 
The various modules and components of the proposed system are analyzed and justified 
in this chapter. It covers the analysis and design fundamentals that include the data flow 
approach, architectural and database design, functional design and also the user interface. 
1.7.2 Part 2 -Development, Implementation and Evaluation 
(a) Chapter 6- System Implementation 
This chapter describes the system software de elopment a pe ifi d in the de igned 
blueprints. It is first developed in a de 1 mental o rated n ir nm ·nt ind Int ·r 
17 
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implemented in the actual environment using real-time data. This will eventually prepare 
the system for the initial system evaluation and debugging. 
(b) Chapter 7 - System Testing And Evaluation 
The methodical approaches for debugging and testing of the system are explained in this 
chapter. The system test results are also o tlined according to modules. In addition, the 
summary of the system evaluation that comprises evaluation from the end-users arc also 
included. 
( c) Chapter 8 - Conclusion And Future Enhancement 
The final chapter will conclude this report by outlining the problems faced, the 
approaches for solution, system strength and the limitation of the final product a well as 
highJight some of the anticipated outcomes. A proposal for future work to enhance the 
system is also clarified in this chapter. 
18 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of literature review is to expose students to the research and analysis 
skills needed to prepare an academic report or thesis. By experiencing the search proces 
and all the challenges and rewards that come with it, students are able to grasp more 
clearly what it means to be a developer and author of a system or software. 
The literature review also serves as the platform for students to study similar systems and 
the existing software or services available in the market and to use this in their analysis of 
the proposed system. The features, interfaces, content, navigation and other areas of these 
systems or sites are carefully studied, analyzed, compared, and synthesized. Thi will 
come in very useful when the development and design work on the system starts because 
the students will already have an idea of what kind of system they want t develop and 
what features and modules is to be incorporated into the system. 
Students are trained to be analytical and critical in their thinking, e p ially when 
analyzing the different systems and services already available. hey are als motivated to 
be more proactive and resourceful in their quest to obtain rele ant and u eful inf rmati n 
to facilitate their study. 
After completing this literature review, student the n lu iions and fin ling, 
that would enable them to proceed n t mul z and d ·i 'fl th ir v n st 111. 
0 
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2.2 OVERVIEW OF INFORMATION PORTAL FOR WOMEN'S 
ORGANIZATION 
In this section, general discussion on the various types of portals available is covered, 
with emphasis on the definition, and study of information portals. An analysis on 
women's organizations are also included here and the author attempts to look at the role 
of the women's organizations in the context of ths project. 
2.2.1 Portals 
In this section of the literature review, the author will touch on the introduction to portals, 
the benefits of using portals, the major categories of portal software, a general set of 
features that most portal companies include in their products, and finally the measures of 
a good portal. 
(a) Introduction to portals 
Portals 'tarted as applications, typicaJly Web-based, providing a single point of access to 
distributed on-line information, such as documents resulting from a search, news 
channels, and links to specialized Web sites. To facilitate access to large accumulation 
of information, portals quickly evolved to include advanced search capabilitie and 
organizing schemes, such as taxonomies. Because of their ernpha i n inf rmation, these 
first-generation portals are often called information portals (Mack t al, 2 OJ). 
An Internet portal is defined as a atev ay t inf rmati n ' hi h ith r can b f und u 1 
in 11 W I site but n few In ·r d ' n r l at rd t ther W it Win lov · t th· 
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Virtual Universe, 200 I). There are dozens of portals on the public Internet. A web portal 
is a gateway to the Internet, which provides the end user with a more compelling 
experience than merely jumping on and surfing at random (Roberts, 1999). There are two 
types of Internet portals - the general portals and the dedicated portals. The general 
portals are common interest portals that cover a wide range of topics, issues and features. 
Information portals provide a valuable service on the Internet, by selecting, organizing, 
describing, and sometimes evaluating, useful sites. 
Yahoo! was one of the first and is still one of the most popular public-domain, Web- 
based portals. The recent proliferation of portals may seem to undermine the original 
intent of single access, but in fact, this circumstance emphasizes that portals are defined 
with respect to a community of users who share common tasks and intcre: ts. ( on ider, 
for example, the viewpoint of a shopping consumer versus that of a professional engaged 
in researching a topic for a report.) This is especially true for internal corporate portals, 
where different functional and organizational groups and Jines of business may have 
substantially different needs for information access and organization. xample include 
sales and marketing, best practices, competitive intelligence, research and development, 
and general corporate resources. 
Specialized or dedicated portals in the corporate sector are sometime called v rtal ·, f r 
vertical portals, since they provide in-depth capabilitie that are highly r cu ed n a 
vertical segment of an organizati n or fi Id and due t th ir narr \ ra ic-nr u ind 
arc-subi cl sp cific in nntur . Ii at rv ·1 • an ·. ·II nt w r for u 1 ·r. to 
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find out information regarding a specific subject or topic that the portal specializes in. 
The proposed PELITA W ANIS TNB portal is a dedicated portal focused on information 
about the organization, its activities and members. 
Portals try to target particular types of users and address their specific needs. A few 
examples of the different kinds of portals are included below: 
All commerce. Many portals are aiming to consolidate e-commerce business in a specific 
sector. Amazon.com is an example of this type; it enables the user to access books and 
music from thousands of publishers, all at one site. 
Embedded technology. Some groups are usmg the portal to embed and sell their 
technology. For example, you can keep your personal calendar on a portal site without 
buying any software. 
Learning only. nline learning is a growing Web sector, and several portals now offer 
short- and long-term courses from universities, associations and training companies. 
earning-portal companies often can handle registration functions for conferences and 
classes. 
Community and collaboration. Other portals are emerging that f cus n building a 
digital community of users. You can recognize these portals by the presence of tandard 
community technologies: chat rooms, threaded discussi ns acces t c aching and link 
to books to buy. The largest example of thi i an nlin mmunity fi r worn ·n. 
www.ivillngc.com, which had 4 milli n uniqu i it · in Jun iVilln '. 2 
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Affiliation portals. These portals, geared to the nonprofit association world, offer the 
usual services - learning opportunities, chat rooms and shopping - using the 
association's equivalent of the Good Housekeeping seal of approval to recommend items. 
The affiliation allows for content screening and/or discount buying. 
(b) Benefits of using portals 
Portals can provide invaluable information resources to its users if the portal is 
implemented for the right reasons and the need of the audience is understood. Portals 
make it easier to gather information from one or more servers as well as from the Internet 
and deliver that information through a single consistent interface across the enterprise 
(Developing an Information Portal, 2002). Users can gather information from a variety of 
sources such as documents, databases, e-mail , and Web itc . The typ f inf rmati n 
includes text, graphics, audio and video information. 
Portals also enable users to access relevant information in an efficient and uick manner. 
This saves the users' time and makes the search f r information mu h r. This in turn 
will help to increase the user's productivity. Apart fr m that, p rtal al o enable m re 
efficient communication between the users, administrators and manager f the p rtal. 
(c) The four major categories of portal software (Edelman & Ju ila 2000) 
Virtually every software vendor has introduced something it all a portal. Th re arc f ur 
major categories of portal software: 
• i •i1ul dash ard portal 
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Digital dashboard portal vendors offer technology that allows for some basic 
centralization of common applications. The value-added component here is a 
common interface that can display disparate applications or link them together. With 
additional development, these types of portals can be manipulated to provide 
enhanced functionality. 
• Pure-play portals 
Pure-play portals vendors are focused specifically on their portal offering and are 
concerned about providing functionality that goes well beyond the digital dashboard. 
Specifically, most portal vendors are looking to provide an aggregation point for a 
number of applications. This includes normal business productivity tools, such as e- 
mail, in-house enterprise resource planning applications, lire-of-business 
applications, public access Web sites, collaboration tools, and any other application 
tool that may make sense. Ideally, there's some type of personalization and 
administrative control that Jets the portal be modified with considerable ease. 
• Application portals 
Virtually every application vendor has amended its application to have a p rtal 
interface. Often, vendors include some type of Web interface to their ystcms with the 
ability to provide links to other Web resource . f ur e, with additi nal 
development functionality can be enhanced. 
• Iufrn t uctur • p rt •Is 
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Vendors such as IBM, Lotus, Microsoft, and Oracle have introduced their versions of 
the portal, as well. Microsoft has the Digital Dashboard and Tahoe, and Lotus has 
Raven. In both cases, these companies provide some underlying portal building 
blocks. These are often based on many of the same technologies as the pure plays. 
However, the key distinguishing feature here is in-depth functionality and focus. 
Whereas the pure plays concentrate all of their efforts on providing a heterogeneous 
environment that can work across multiple applications, directory services, etc., the 
infrastructure portals concentrate their technologies on products developed by their 
respective companies. 
(d) General features that most companies include in their products 
• Business intelligence. 
This allows reports to be generated from business databases. Tools oft n provide in- 
depth number crunching and support the extensive analysis of data. Reports can be 
manually executed or triggered through a variety of events. 
• Transaction integration and processing. 
Most portals have underlying component applications that serve as the driving force 
for the vendor. These normally will provide access to tructured databa cs a well a 
unstructured information in the form of documents. ertain vendor recognize that 
the portal consists not only of access, but the ability t have the component 
applications communicate and perform integrated pr 
pr cessing transactions betw en applicati n an r id strut •tic alue. 
• Taxonomy er ti 11. 
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Many portals offer a knowledge-management component that lets information be 
automatically or manually categorized into clusters. This allows for an alternative 
searching metaphor. 
• Collaboration. This is open to interpretation. In the context of the portal, it could 
include any or all of the following capabilities: 
);>- Workflow and routing of documents; 
;;... Discussion threads; 
;;... User-chat sessions; 
);>- Dynamic group and team creation; and 
;;... Interactive collaboration, including video, voice, and application sharing. 
• Cross-repository searching. 
Because many portals originated from knowledge-manag ment systems, the ability to 
perform cross-repository searches has become a common feature. Users can g nc 
place and perform searches across disparate repositories such as a otu Notes 
database, Microsoft xchange public folders, Web sites, file systems, databa es, and a 
c Ilection of other repositories. 
• Document management. 
Some portal vendors incorporate some level of document management in their 
systems. This provides a way to manage documents and Web content thr ughout the 
project life cycle. It can include versioning, security metadata searching, and a ho t 
of other features. 
• Int gration and compliance with 
7 
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Portals are designed to be used by one or many companies and as such are often tied 
into global directory services such as Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, Novell 
Directory Services, or Windows NT Domain Services. This eliminates or minimizes 
the duplication of data for user and group information. 
• Links to Web sites. 
Similar to personal portals, many business portals provide users with the ability to 
include links to other Web sites. This may be a direct link, a reduced function 
window that provides some view into a Web site, or a combination of both. 
• Personalization. 
In the context of portals, personalization normally refers to the personal selection and 
placement of content or features available to the user. Personalization also refers to 
personalized color or theme preferences. 
• Single sign-on. 
This feature is offered by a few portal vendors. It is normally performed by having a 
centralized database function within the portal. The database will contain the proper 
authentication credentials for each component application. 
• Subscriptions. 
A few portal vendors are bundling subscription functionality int their pr ducts. his 
lets users subscribe to applications in the portal. When addition and deletions are 
performed for a particular database record, for example user may elect t be n rifled 
via e-mail. 
• yndication, 
8 
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This refers to the syndicated data available, normally freely, by content providers. 
Syndicated data can be virtually any information source and is similar to a news feed 
that delivers information to your portal. 
(e) Measures of a Good Portal 
If one decided to surf the Internet for infonnati n, how would one know which Web sites 
and portals to visit? And after going to the Web site, how do we determine whether the 
information that is posted on the site accurate and authoritative? These are among the 
many questions that users of the Internet and World Wide Web have, and the author will 
attempt to provide some guidelines or criteria of a good Web site or portal to answer 
these questions. 
There are a few standards and measures suggested by various experts in the field of Web 
site evaluation. Authority, reliability, and the overall quality of the sites are among the 
more prominent features that are considered crucial to a Web site's performance and 
acceptance. 
A checklist for evaluating Web resources (2000), states: 
Authority: 
}- Is the information reliable? 
}- Check the author's credentials and affiliation. I the auth ran , rt in the Ii Id' 
)..- oes the resource have a reputable r anizati n ihind ir 
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>- Can the author be contacted for clarification? 
>- Check for organizational or author biases. 
Scope: 
>- Is the material at this site useful, unique, accurate or is it derivative, repetitious, or 
doubtful? 
>- Is the 1information available in other formats? 
>- Is the purpose of the resource clearly stated? Does it fulfill its purpose? 
>- What items are included in the resource? What subject area, time period, formats 
or types of material are covered? 
>- Is the information factual or opinion? 
>- Does the site contain original information or simply links? 
);.- How frequently is the resource updated? 
>- Does the site have clear and obvious pointers to new content? 
Format and Presentation: 
;... Is the information easy to get to? How many links does it take to get to something 
useful? 
>- What is the quality of the graphical images? Do these images enhan e the 
resource or distract from the content? 
>- Is the target audience or intended users clearly indicated? 
);.- fs the arrangement of link un Iutter d 
,,,. o i th ·site hav it wn '11r h "11 in· 
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>- Is the site easily browsed able or searchable? 
Cost and Accessibility: 
>- Is the site available on a consistent basis? 
>- Is response time fast? 
>- Does the site have a text-based alternative? 
>- How many links lead to a dead-end? 
>- Is this a fee-based site? Can non-members still have access to part of the site? 
>- Must you register a name and password before using the site? 
Other Tips: 
>- Check the header and footer information to determine the author and ·ource. 
>-- In the URL, a tilde - usually indicated a personal web directory rather than being 
part of the organization's official web site. 
)..- In order to verify an author's credentials, you may need to consult some printed 
sources such as Who's Who in America or the Biography Index. 
>- heck and compare the web site to others, which are both similar and different. 
2.2.2 Women's organizations 
Women's organizations all have different motivations and objectives in itting up their 
organization, but on the most part, the main purpo e is t help em w r v m n in 
various areas and fields and also to highlight i u that n cm w men sid 
n channel for women t . p ik ut and 1 ·t th ·ir i 'c e heard. in f th 
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organizations are initially set up to provide support for women in a particular company or 
corporate organization, for instance the PELIT AW ANIS TNB or for women of similar 
interests and needs at heart, such as the Sisters in Islam. 
In Malaysia, there are numerous women's organizations established to serve different 
purposes for the benefit of their members. These organizations are non-profit and 
voluntary organizations, and they exist independently although most of the organizations 
do maintain some form of contact and collaboration with other women's organizations. 
There are various ways that are used by the organizations to connect to one another, such 
as by affiliating themselves to another organization, working together n projects and 
seminars, and also through information sharing. The author will be f cusing on the 
National ouncil of Women's Organizations (NCWO) of Malaysia and its role as the 
advisory body for women's organizations in Malaysia, as the PEL[TA WANJS TNB 
movement is als affiliated to the NCWO. This would help to provide an ov rview of the 
women' , organizations in Malaysia. 
NationaJ Council of Women's Organizations (NCWO) of Malay ia 
The National Council of Women's Organizations (NCWO) of Malaysia i the 
consultative and advisory body for women's organizations affiliated to it. The f nnati n 
of the NCWO was a major step in the hist ry f ur ' untry. nity nd rstnndin • 
op .ration, acrifice, onvicti n and 
ouncil, Th 
rn r ·1 nc f th 
·r ·hip that N w h is 1i II to wom •11'. 
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organizations has enabled them to pursue programs in an even numerous tasks both at 
home as wives and mothers and in their work; in education, in upgrading the quality of 
schooling; the elimination of legislation that discriminate against women; in the economy 
and employment sectors as valuable contributors to national economic development and 
in politics where active involvement of women has been encouraged and the area of 
violence against women. 
NCWO has been a catalyst for change in all areas of national activity. From equal pay to 
the position of women in marriage separation, divorce, to legal question of maintenance, 
custody of children, division of property in cases of divorce, to the appointment of 
women to assist in Departments of Islamic Affairs in the States, the NCWO has been the 
most effective, determined and vocal advocate for women in our nation. 
The Council has taken a leadership position for those of our people in lower income 
groups and even more critical, to those below the poverty line. Our pleas for more well 
coordinated programs for low cost housing for those living in squatter areas and other 
lum have been both repetitive and constant in our annual budget dialogue session with 
the Minister of ·inance. 
NCWO in the 1960s successfully campaigned for the Civil & Diplomatic erviccs t c 
opened to equally qualified, competent women as well as amendment to the P n ion 
Act, which gave women permanent and pension able statu in ci ii ervice. ln I 
equal pay for work of equal value was al o im lemented. In thnt inr I< , the N W 
Pr ident, Tan ri Fatimah Hashim v a a int d a th fit ·t v rH11 n minis! in th 
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Malaysian Cabinet while Datuk Paduka Aishah Ghani was selected to sit on the UN 
Commissions on the Status of Women. 
From 1966, the NCWO had urged the Government to establish a special Women's 
Bureau. The National Advisory Council for the Integration of Women in Development 
(NACIWI) was officialJy established on the 20th of June 1976, the Advisory Council 
working with the Women's Section of the Prime Minister's Department (HAWA), 
NACIWID, the government agency, and NCWO, women in Malaysia were able o pursue 
both short term and long term programs in order to achieve their goals. In the 1970s the 
NCWO celebrated the International Year for Women by calling for representation of 
Women's Organizations in he ASEAN Region. 
This led to the formation of the Asean Sub-Committee on Women and he A AN 
Confederation of Women's Organizations (ACWO). Malaysian women also achieved 
separate taxation and a Royal Commission was set up to study the Marriage and Divorce 
Act 1976 for Non-Muslims. The Act came into force in 1981. A memorandum and a 
hildren's Charter were presented to the Prime Minister and relevant Ministries, which 
eventually led to the Children's Protection Act in I 990. 
In the 1980s, NCWO stepped up its advocacy work on legislations and in l 85 held a 
national workshop that resulted in a memorandum containing 7 resolutions and 
recommendations on major legislation that discriminated again t women ' hioh wa · 
presented to the Government. With assistance from gt. R rt l lrne fr m the Roy ti 
anadiun Mounted Police, a Malay ian Rape In ti nti n it n pr du ·d A no 
top Hp mer wn. e tabli h d in ital uala Lumpur A Trninin 
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of Trainers Program was organized for A special Investigation Unit of Women Police 
Officers. Another major accomplishment was NCWO's memorandum on the National 
Policy on Women, which was submitted to NACfWID and the Minister in charge of 
Women's Affairs. 
This resulted in the Malaysian Cabinet accepting the National Policy on Women in 
December 1989. In the 1990s, NCWO set-up various Commissions based on the sectors 
contained in the National Policy on Women. Each Commission drew up an action plan 
and these were incorporated in the NCWO NGO Plan of Action for the Implementation 
of the National Policy on Women. 
In 1986, the NCWO sent a memorandum to the Human Resources Ministry regarding the 
extension of maternity leave for working women, in line with the Interna ional abor 
Organization's requirements (90 days). Under the mployment Act 1955, maternity leave 
is allowed for 60 days in the private sector and 42 days in the government sector. 
( ouncil wants 90-day leave, 1993). The reason for the extension is to enable women to 
have more time to recover from delivery and breastfeed their newborn babies (Gains for 
worker ?, l993). 
AIDS Counseling Centers were also set up by the NCWO. The center offers free 
counseling, phone-in services, and information on AIDS, HIV and safe sex in an effort to 
curb HIV infection among Malaysians. The center hopes t play the r le fan adv cacy 
body advising the Government on policies concerning HIV and Al 
center to help check AfDS 19 · 
N w LO ·ct up 
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Factory operators were also urged to work together with the NCWO to set up service 
centers for their female employees to prevent them from getting involved in vice 
activities (Zaleha: Set up centers to counsel factory girls, 1993 ). The factories were to 
provide the financial assistance while NCWO provides the expertise to set up the centers. 
The council gave special emphasis to factory workers because they were considered a 
high-risk group. This was because most of the 81rls were young and vulnerable as they 
were mostly from villages. By setting up such centers, problems such as exploitation and 
illegal pregnancies could be reduced. The main idea of such centers would be to provide 
professional assistance to women. 
The Malaysian Government acceded to the Convention in the Elimination of all forms of 
Discrimination Against Women (CEDA W) in I 995 with s me reservati ns. These 
reservations, except for two have now been removed. In 1996, as a follow-up of th UN 
4th World Conference on Women, NCWO held a post Beijing National onference to 
identify areas from the Beijing Platform of Action pertinent to Malaysia, which were 
incorporated into the National Policy on Women and Action Plan. 
Women's groups had waited for a long time for the Domestic Violence Act to be pa sed 
(Get bill tabled, women's groups urge Government, 1993). The mestic Vi ten e Act 
was passed in 1994 but came into effect in 1996 and the N W 
to raise awareness of this Act at State and District Level. The Mini try f I I ia Ith ha et 
up One Stop Crisis Centers in 90% of Government H pita! a a re ult of N W 
advocacy. An important national confer nee v a h I in I 7 in ' 111 rati n v ith th· 
Si ·t rs in lslnm n tho y iriah Fnmil n' · ' hi h am ·c d Mu slim w m ·n. I\ 
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comprehensive memorandum calling for standardization in the implementation of the 
Syariah Family Laws at State Level and other issues were presented to the Prime Minister 
and other relevant authorities. The portal for Sisters In Islam (SIS) is discussed in 
Chapter 2.4 Study of Existing Portals of Women's Organizations. 
The NCWO set up a Women's Watch in 1998 to protect and further enhance the rights of 
women and to closely liaise and interact with relevant government agencies to assess the 
present position of women and to urge for major reforms and changes. In 1998 the 
Distribution Act was passed. NCWO together with 1v1KKM (Child Welfare Council) and 
UNICEF launched a campaign to make urban areas child friendly. 
In 1999 NCWO organized a workshop and presented its recommendations on National 
Economic Consultative Council IT to the Government. Women's Day celebration were 
organized in a very elaborate program under the Chairmanship of YB Dato harizat 
Abdul Jalil. The NCWO Science & Technology Commission has launched an ICT 
project "Networking - Women". The Newwomen.net Portal that was developed under the 
Networking Women Project is discussed in hapter 2.4 tudy of the E is/in P rials of 
Women's Organizations. 
In 2000 during the Global Knowledge 11 Conference NCWO with co sp n sorship fr m 
UNDP Malaysia and UNDP Asia Pacific Gender Equity Network organized the GK II 
Women's Forum. To ensure the participation of young w men in K lI Y uth Forum 
with assistance from UNICEF we brought young w m n fr m amb di 1, Thailand 
Vietnam, Brunei D ..• Myanmar, Vi tnam and ula sin. 
7 
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NCWO is working on the Family Court Act, with the Department of Law in the Prime 
Minister's office, A Meatorship and Leadership Program with YWCA to increase 
participation of young women in NGOs and Political parties. We are also working with 
the Ministry of Housing & Local Government on environmental issues; Ministry of 
Human Resources on Foreign Maids, Ministry of Health on the Women's Hospital and 
other health issues. The NCWO continue to organize programs for women's 
development and more effective participation in all areas of national life, as this is both 
essential for the nation and for each individual woman. 
The recognition of the self-worth of a women, making the woman aware of her rights, 
responsibilities and duties and thus reinforcing her self-esteem is as important as the task 
of initiating legal reform. Efforts to advance the status and role of women in Malaysia 
demands a balanced, equal, harmonious partnership and relationship between men and 
women with innate and real mutual respect and in the common interest of the country and 
people. 
Recognition that basic human rights are essential and can nly be fully realized when 
poverty, wherever it exists, is totally eliminated and when all men, women and children 
can live with self-respect and dignity. The NCWO made up of ninety- ne women's 
affiliates, with undaunted courage and unflagging spirit gives its leadership and strength 
and continues to work for unity of nation, democracy, equality, pr perity, pr gr · and 
peace. 
he Ii t of or anlzntions n ilim d t N W n fi llow : 
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I.Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA) 
2. National Association of Women Peninsular Malaysia (WI) 
3. Malaysian Indian Congress Ladies Section (MIC) 
4. Selangor Chinese Women Li Chee 
5. University Women's Association (UW A) 
6. Muslim Women's Action Society (PERTIWI) 
7. Girl Guides Association Malaysia 
8. Malaysian Trade Union Congress (MTUC) 
9. Secretaries Society Malaysia (SSM) 
10. Persatuan Wartawan Wanita Malaysia (PERT AMA) 
11. Kuala Lumpur Speaker's Club 
12. Women International Club (WIC) 
13. Malaysian Ceylonese Congress National Women's Council (MCC) 
14. The Malaysia Ministry of Foreign Affairs Ladies Association (P RWAKILAN) 
15. Methodist Women (Formerly known as Women Society of Christian Services) 
16. Malaysia Association of Youth Clubs (MA YC) 
17. Women Association of Kuala Lumpur National lectricity Board 
(PELITA WANIS) 
18. Gerakan Belia 4B (Wanita) Malaysia 
19. National Union of Co-operatives Malaysia, Women's Se ti n (AN A A) 
20. Buddhist Missionary Society (Ladies Section) 
21. ongress of Union mployee in the Pu Ii an 
A 'RIA 
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23. Women Graduate Society, Malaysia (PSWM) 
24. Malaysian Hindu Sangam 
25. Medical Faculty Women's Club (KWFP) 
26. Association of Welfare and Sport for Reservists Malaysia (KESULA) 
27. Women's Aid Organization (A WO) 
28. Bahai' Women's Committee 
29. Malaysia Hindu Youth Council 
30. Women's Section, Parti Gerakan Rakyat Malaysia (PGRM) 
31. Women's Group, Malayan Railway Authority (KTM) 
32. Women's Association, National University of Malaysia (SUKMAN1TA) 
33. Association ofBumiputra Women Entrepreneurs Malaysia (PUBM) 
34. Association of Women Lawyers (AWL) 
35. Women's Association ofSabah (PEWASA) 
36. Women's Section of the Association for the Advancement ofindians in Malaysia 
(AJM) 
37. ood Shepherd Sisters 
38. Sarawak Women for Women Society (SWWS) 
39. National Council of Petroleum and Chemical Industry workers (NUPI W) 
40. Women's Sections Selangor Chinese Assembly Hall 
41. Crisis Center for Women, Penang 
42. Council for the Welfare of Women and Girls Penang 
43. Inner Wheel Kuala umpur 
44. Worn n' S ctions, F d iral Land • 1. pm nt Auth rity ( · ; A 
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45. Federation of Family Planning Associations Malaysia (FFPAM) 
46. The Association of Bumiputra Business and Professional Women in Selangor and 
Federal Territory (PERNlAGA W ATD 
47. National Union of the Teaching Profession (NUTP) 
48. Persatuan Atletik dan Kebajikan Ahli-ahli Telekom, Petaling Jaya. 
49. Soroptimist International Club of Kuala I irnpur 
50. Women for Women Association Malaysia 
51. Association of Nurse Tutors, Peninsular Malaysia 
52. Sarawak Teachers' Union 
53. Women Section, DAP Malaysia 
54. Women Section, Malaysia Sikh Youth Association 
55. State Chinese (Penang) Association 
56. Education, Welfare & Research Foundation Malaysia (EWR.F) 
57. Persatuan Wanita Badminton Pulau Mutiara, Penang 
58. Women's Association, Institute Technology MARA (PEW ANT) 
59. NCW Penang ranch 
60. NCW Pahang Branch 
61. NCWO Negeri Sembilan Branch 
62. Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA) Ladies Sections 
63. Wanita Perkim, Bahagian Pulau Pinang 
64. Persatuan Bekas Pelajar-Pelajar Sekolah Lebuh Light Pulau Pinang. 
65. Srikandi PBTM Persatuan Bek, Tentera Mala m 
. P ·r utunn J ml th Islam Main 1 h JIM 
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67. East Meets West Club 
68. Dewan Perhimpunan China Pulau Pinang 
69. Persatuan Penjagaan Buah Dada Pulau Pinang 
70. Leong See Kah Miew (Ladies Section) 
71. The Jaffenese Co-operative Society Ltd 
72. National Association of Women Entrepreneurs of Malaysia (NA WEM) 
73. Sarawak United People's Party (SUPP) 
74. Persatuan Jururawat Malaysia 
75. Persatuan Wanita Rantau Asia dan Pasifik Malaysia (PPSEAWA) 
76. Persatuan Kebajikan Islam Mlaysia (PER.KIM) 
77. Biro Hal Ehwal Wanita Angkasa Belia Islam Malysia (ABIM) 
78. The Catholic Women's League of Malaysia 
79. Southeast Asian Association for Gender Studies (SAMA) 
80. The Council of Churches of Malaysia 
81. Persatuan uru-Ouru Lepasan Maktab Persuruan Perempuan Melayu Melaka 
(MWTC) 
82. Persatuan Usahawan Wawasan Wanita Malaysia (WA WASAN1TA) 
83. Bahai Office for the Advancement of Women's Sarawak (B AW) 
84. Pertubuhan Rumah Perlindungan Wanita/Kanak-Kanak ( idcra) 
85. Sabah Nurses Association (SANA) 
86. Kelab Amal Wanita Sri Sruti (KA WAN) 
87. Yayasan Sukan dan Kecergasan Wanita ala in W F ·M 
88. Snraw ik Nntion I Port W m n's Wing ( N ) 
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89. Pergerakan Wanita PPP Malaysia (PPP Malaysia) 
90. Majlis Kebajikan Wanita, Pulau Pinang 
91. Women's Sports and Fitness Foundation Malaysia (WSFFM) 
Source: About Us - National Council of Women's Organizations (NCWO) Malaysia. 
(2001). Available at: http://www.ncwo.org.my/ 
Another women's organization that is highlighted here is the Women's Institute (W1) or 
also known as National Association of Women Peninsular Malaysia. This organization 
deserves mentioning, as it is the oldest women's organization in Malaysia. 
Women's Institute 
The Women's [nstitute (WI), the country's oldest non-political women's organization 
was established in 1953 and continues to be active till today, especially in the rural areas. 
Ba cd on the ideals of feJJowship, service and mutual help, the W1 was formed by Lady 
Templer, wife of then ritish High Commissioner Sir Gerald Tern !er ( hanging focu 
of Wl activities, J 993). 
The objective then was to unite women in the rural areas to better their standards f living 
in the areas of health, nutrition, agricultural, child-care community welfare, and d mestic 
skilJs like sewing and cooking. However, in meeting changin need , the mov rnent ha 
diver ified its activities to include organizing rninar an talk · on iurr mt i · 'll-. Ii · 
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AIDS and dadah abuse and courses on basic business skills, fabric printing, and the 
catering business. 
Though it began as a rural women's movement, WI has spread to the small towns and 
urban centers. It now has about 50,000 members. Leadership training is an important 
objective of WI. This is to enable potential leaders to play a more effective role in 
community life and development. 
The WI became a member of the Associated Country Women of the World (ACWW) in 
1956. The ACWW is affiliated to 285 societies in 80 member countries with a 
membership of about nine million women. The ACWW council members meet annually 
in London while the delegates' conference is held every three years. 
2.3 RESEARCH ON PELITA WANIS TNB 
Thi part of the literature review w111 present information regarding PELITA W ANIS 
TNB, such a its history, activities, services, members and much more. 
Pelitawanis LLN was established on 15th 'ebruary 1976 and was registered n l" June 
1978. Since 15th August 1998, it is known as PELfTAWANJS TNB ace rding to the new 
Constitution (Perlembagaan). The founder of this organization i Y. hg. Puan ri a tin 
Zaidah Bt Dato' Abu Bakar. 
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The first activity that garnered a lot of support and attention was the establishment of a 
kindergarten (Tadika), especially for the staff's children and the lower income group. 
This is followed by the establishment of a library. 
As of 30th July 1978, branches of PELIT AW ANIS TNB has been established in Kota 
Bharu, Alor Setar, Kuantan, Johor Bahru, Perai Power Station, Pulau Pinang, Kluang, 
Muar, Ipoh and Sultan Ismail Power Station (Johor Bahru). 
The main purpose of the inception of PELIT AW ANIS TNB is to foster closer ties 
between the women work force and wives of the employees from all levels in TNB. It is 
not limited to the Headquarters in Kuala Lumpur only; the establishment of 
PELITA WANIS TNB in the offices all over the Peninsular is very much encouraged and 
supported. 
In one of the speeches given by Y. Bhg. Tan Sri Dato Abu Zarim bin Haji Omar, the 
eneral Manager of LLN at that time, he made it clear that he really desired to see 
P"'LlTAWANJS be like a lamp (pelita) that will light up the lives of all Malaysians and 
that it's light will not die out. His dream has now been realized, with the establi hrnent of 
more than 53 branches of PELITAWANJS TNB in Peninsular Malaysia and the number 
of members reaching 8,000 members. 
Of course, PELITAWANIS TNB has come a long way ince it e tablishm uu and many 
improvements have been brought about durin thi tim . Many acti itie ha 
h Id nnd will continu ~ lo be h Id th at th· nt ti nal le el and ranch J • ·I. ·1 h 
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information regarding the various activities undertaken will be discussed in detail further 
on in this section. 
Source: PELITAW ANIS TNB. (2002). Available at: http://www.tnb.com.my/pelitawanis 
2.3.1 The Pelita-Kasih Project 
(a) Background of Pelita-Kasih 
During the 23rd Annual General Meeting of TNB on the 241h of March 2001, the 
Chairman of TNB made a proposal for PELIT AW ANIS TNB to draft out a community 
outreach program whereby the widows and orphans among the TNB workforce and 
family be adopted as the adopted family (keluarga angkat) of TNB. 
As a caring employer, TNB has prepared a comprehensiv welfare service policy for the 
benefit of the family members of its workforce who passed away, especia!Jy those who 
died while still in service. According to statistics, around 50 staff members pass away in 
a year while in service with TNB. Due to the tragic death of these staff, the wid w and 
children Jost the head of the family who also served as the main breadwinner. Even 
though the management of TNB provides assistance in the form f medical treatment, 
and child education aid, it cannot be denied that these families need supp rt and help in 
terms of counseling, attention and guidance from mentor that they can I k up to. 
In accordance to this finding, P ITA W ANI TNB ha · n identi l.i d a th • m ·t 
uital le n l nt to impl im ·nt thi it· m »n .rs arc mo le up r wom ·n 
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(female employees and employees' wives). Women are naturally more suited to caring 
for others due to their gentle, sensitive and compassionate nature as well as their 
motherly instinct. 
(b) The Pelita-Kasih Program 
The National Working Committee of PELIT/ WANIS TNB has agreed to accept the 
proposal made by the Chairman of TNB to undertake the The Outreach Jalinan Kasih 
Program or also known as the Pelita-Kasih under its wings. 
Besides fulfilling the aspiration of TNB in becoming a caring employer, it is hoped that 
this program will be able to help the families of those staff who passed away, as a way of 
thanking them for their years of dedicated and loyal service to TNB in particular and the 
nation as a whole during their lifetime. Indirectly, it is hoped that this program will also 
bring about a positive influence on the children affected so that they can grow up to be 
useful citizens of the country. 
(c) cope of the Pellta-Kasih Program 
The Pelita-Kasih Program needs the co-operation from all the branche of 
PELITAWANIS TNB to work with their respective Station/Division Leader to identify 
the families that are involved in their own branches· and to ad pt the family a the 
adopted family for that branch. 
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The focus of this program is on giving guidance regarding the children's education, 
relaying financial support from TNB or other related sources, providing their daily needs, 
motivation and counseling services, visits to the homes of the affected families and other 
activities or ways that can help lighten the burden of daily living of the whole family. 
( d) The Role of PELIT AW ANIS TNB 
PELITAWANIS TNB as the implementing agent (agensi pelaksana) ofTNB will take on 
the role of liaison, mentor and counselor between the management of TNB and the 
affected families. To determine the success of this program, the full commitment and co- 
operation from all members of PELIT AW ANIS TNB is greatly needed. 
(e) Implementation Procedure (Tatacara Perlaksanaan) 
Table 2.1: The Procedure of Setting Up a PeJita-Kasih "Mentor Group,, in TNB Branches 
Steps Action 
4 
Setting up a group that will act as the mentor to the affected families (hereafter 
referred to as the "Mentor Group"). The Mentor Group must be made up of 
P LITAW ANJS TNB members who are exp rienced and/or committed in the 
areas of welfare, community, education, s cial, health and family counseling. 
2 The Mentor Group is formally registered and holds meeting with the ection/ 
Division Leader regarding the Pelita-Kasih program. 
3 Registering the Mentor Group with the National P UT AW AN [ TNB 
Welfare Biro. 
arnc ut f II w-u; 
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visits with co-operation from their respective Section/Division Leader. 
(f) Modus Operandi 
Table 2.2: Modus Operandi of the Pelita-Kasih Program 
Steps Action 
1 The Mentor Group Leader contacts all group members and Section/Division 
Leader to arrange for a visit to the deceased's family. 
2 The Mentor Group Leader relays details regarding the death to the Chairperson 
of the National PELITAWANIS TNB Welfare Biro who in tum informs the 
Yang Dipertua of PELIT AW ANIS TNB. 
3 The Mentor Group introduces themselves to the widow/family of the deceased 
and offers to help in the burial and related matters. 
4 The Mentor Group carries out follow-up visits and assists the adopted family 
in the areas of welfare, community, education, social, health, and family 
counseling; once a month. 
(g) Transport 
The Section/Division Leader will provide official transport for the dis po al of the Mentor 
Group for the whole duration of the Pelita-Kasih program. 
(h) Financial Implications 
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This program is fully sponsored by TNB. It involves making available RM300 per month 
to provide for the basic necessities of the family. Every branch will have to submit an 
application to qualify for this assistance in the event of a death. 
(i) Others 
The Mentor Group for the purpose of this progr-m can use all forms that are provided by 
the Section/Division ofTNB. 
Source: The Pelita-Kasih Program. (2002). Available at: 
http://www.tnb.com.my/pelitawanis/pelitakasih2002 
2.4 STUDY OF EXISTING PORTALS OF WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS 
Various Web sites and portals that are relevant and similar to the propos J ystem are 
studied and analyzed here. These Web sites include organizations that are based in 
Malaysia and also internationally based organizations in different countries, such as 
Singapore and the United States. Web sites that cater mainly for women such as those 
that are created especially with women's interests and needs t heart, for example the 
newwomen.net portal, are also included in this study. 
The list of Web sites that are included is as shown below and a brief intr duction to the 
various organizations are also provided in this section. 
(a) Women's Aid Organization f Mala sia W 
b P !fXrA WANIS TNO 
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(c) Sisters in Islam (SIS) 
(d) Newwomen.net 
(e) National Council of Women's Organizations (NCWO) of Malaysia 
(f) National Council of Women's Organizations (NCWO) 
(g) National Organization for Women (NOW) 
(h) Singapore Council of Women's Organiz tions (SCWO) 
(a) Women's Aid Organization of Malaysia (WAO) 
\: ~ . . .... ' 
I 1 ""B<><k .... 0 ~ ~ ~Seaidl Ci:JF-a.. ()Ho.t.., I~- (J &:ii. 9 8 
[~eu !.) C;\E~'• Doc..nw.t•\l....,.•1.11 roviow rne•ch\ar/lYlf.tl liloo\Ylomon'1 Aid OrgorisoOOn rJ M...,..io.t(m 
I ~I RuN¢aAdyocacy I Yk)leocoAQ>mtwonml ~I tlllMI I.WI~ I 
No wom.:m dororvos v/olonco, ovor. Vlolonco .Jg.J/nsr .J wom:m 
is a crlmo. and a vlotatlon of her hum:in rlghu. 
Our vision Is to create a soclerytllet Is rree orvtol nee eg Inst 
worn n. This website has been set up rorwomen who are Yicnms or 
vlolonce. end for oil moso V'lho want to holp stop vlolonce against 
women. 
a 
Tetengganu Hudud Laws 
Tho st toot Torengg nu. led by tho IS1am1c poh~cal parry ot PAS. 
ha propo d for Hu ud laws to bo passed in Ctl !;tar Th laws 
ctaarty dlscr1mlnato ag inst women. in partJcutar Its pr0">1s1ons on 
~~~!J rape. WAO is strongly opposed to 11 being tabled as law more > 
IOIN'f l'll~ll!l SIMElltFl\l'r ON THli ll'Rl"ll.C.!'llli\11 HllOllO I llW; ""''Ill' Juno 111 • 
Joint Preas Statement· Hudud In Terengganu: A Law to 
Protect Rapists 
• 
Sisters in Islam, National Council o'Womoo'& Or oos neos 
(NCWO). All Women's Acoon Soclety {AWAM), Assooeoon ot 
Women Lawyers (A'M .. ). Ma~s Pertubohan rob.I Tungg I 
Malaysia, Malaysian Assooenon ot Soaal WoO<ers, Wenit ll~em. 
Po.rc::::-t11~n ~NnlN"Nh LT::wn L<u~I I omnir ~c Alli 
ffil-- . r r 
tflS1or1lll :Jl d iti ~ 0 ,. ~ lii1 IJ Gw ... l Qh .. l.!l!!::Jl!lw ... ~~~~ ~w-1.!X!::J~ 
.:J 
Figure 2.1: The Main Page of the Women Aid rganizati n We itc 
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This site is the official Web site for WAO in Malaysia. The Women's Aid Organization 
(WAO) is an independent, non-religious, non-governmental organization based in 
Malaysia, committed to confronting violence against women. WAO was established in 
1982 when it opened Malaysia's first Women's Refuge, providing shelter, counseling and 
child support to battered women. WAO is also involved in public education to create 
awareness of Violence Against Women and w nen's rights, and does advocacy on legal 
reform, in particular, policies and laws that discriminate against women. 
Source: Women's Aid Organization of Malaysia (WAO)-About Us. (2000). Available 
at:http://www.wao.org.my/ 
The WAO Web site is well structured and the navigation from one page to another is easy 
and user-friendly. Menu buttons with titles such as About Us, R s ar h nd Advo a y, 
Links, Services and News help to guide visitors to navigate through the Web site without 
many problems. All of the pages arc similar in layout and design, with the main page 
having a more striking appearance compared to the rest of the pages. This provides a 
sense of uniformity and order to the Web site. The color scheme cho en is als subtle and 
pleasant to view. raphics are also included in suitable places to help bring across the 
message that wants to be sent to readers and visitors to the site. 
The 'contact address of the organization including the e-mail address and c ntact number 
is shown at the bottom of every page in the Web site. Interc ted partie may then find out 
more information or get in contact with pe ple fr m the r ianizati n thr ugh the W, 
itc, 
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The information found from the Web site is comprehensive, updated and is presented in a 
format that is attractive to users. For example, the topics of discussion in each area is fir t 
shown as subheadings that if clicked will lead to the specific topic. Users also have the 
option to either navigate by scrolling down the pages or by clicking on the highlighted 
links provided. 
The vast collection of news articles found in the archive of the Web site is carefully and 
systematically put together in a table, showing the date of release and the topic headings. 
Users only have to click on the links to reach the wanted article. 
Links to other organizations' Web sites and other related Web sites are also provided in 
this Web site. The links are categorized accordingly, to make the presentation of the links 
more systematic. For instance, the categories found are Malaysian Links, Wom n · News, 
and International onventions on Women's Rights, Women's Voices and Online 
Community for Women. and etc. A brief introduction of the Web site is also given to 
assist users in deciding which link is of relevance to their purpose. 
Perhaps one of the weaknesses of this Web site is the lack of multimedia features such a 
photo galleries, dynamic "text" and the use of multimedia presentation t attract nline 
viewers to understand further the WAO cause and mission. 
Online registration is also not available in the Web site. Forums and bulletin oard for 
visitors to post their comments and to communicate with each ther are al not 
available. 
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Another feature that is not incorporated in the Web site is the search function. Visitors to 
the site do not have the option to search for information; be it information within or 
outside of the WAO Web site. This is something that the developer of the Web site can 
look into to enhance the usability of the Web site. 
Overall, this Web site served its purpose of disseminating information regarding the 
organization and its activities well, but it lacks features that can improve its attractiveness 
and usability to visitors. 
(b) PELITA W ANIS TNB 
PEllTAW'ANIS JNO·M1erotoltlnlo1nnthplorm•1W'OJtrnqOlll1nol • •·. · •••···•·• ;•··•·;~··t'hr•·· '"'•elf 'i'f.'!' .;.I~#,_ 
[i.Jo- .. 
~11 ~ o m ~ o ~· ~ fiiJ II epe11 .......... 1 ~ ......... J ft!lsruovOI' :h'l"' ~ 
Figure 2.2: The Main Page of P ITA WANI T W b ·it~ 
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Pelitawanis LLN was established on 15 February 1976 and was registered on 1 June 
1978. Pelitawanis LLN is now known as PELIT AW ANIS TNB starting from 15 August 
1998 in the new Constitution. The founder of this organization is Y. Bhg. Puan Sri Datin 
Zaidah Bt. Dato' Abu Bakar. 
The mam purpose of establishing the PELITA WANIS TNB is to foster closer ties 
between the wives of the staff and women work force from all levels in TNB. It is not 
limited to the Headquarters in Kuala Lumpur only, but the establishment of 
PELIT AW ANIS TNB in all branches of TNB is very much encouraged. 
Source: PELITAWANIS TNB. (2002). Available at: http://www.tnb.com.my/pelitawanis 
The modules and information found in this Web site is very limited and not kept up-to- 
date. Apart from the main page, the only information that was found was the organization 
chart, pictures of organization's uniform and some news articles besides a page dedicated 
to one of its activities. Registration forms were also put in the Web site, but only in the 
form of a Word Document and those who wished to register had to print out the form and 
fill it in before sending it to the organization for processing. 
The color scheme and overall layout and design of the Web site al leave much to e 
desired. The whole content of the Web site is written in Bahasa Malay ia and no pti ns 
to select any other language is made available. Although this might not po e any 
problems to Malaysian or local visit r this v uld great! di c urn 1 • p pie fr m th r 
countri 'SP· ially those wh d n t unde tm d nha ·a Muhr sin l i 'it thi · W ·b ite. 
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As a result of that, it is difficult to introduce the organization to people globally due to the 
language constraint. 
The Web site is not at all comprehensive and does not include many features that a Web 
portal should have. Therefore, a vast improvement is needed to make this Web site more 
useful and current. 
(c) PELITAWANIS TNB (new) 
Source: PELITAWANIS TNB (new). (2002). Available at: 
http://www.tnbubf.com.my/pelitawanis 
Selamat Datanq Ke Loman Web 
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The PELITAWANIS TNB is the same organization as the aforementioned (in (b)). 
However, the Web site being analyzed here is a different one from the Web site 
previously mentioned. It is very likely that this Web site is being developed separately 
from the first Web site and attempts to bring across a new image and style of 
presentation. This Web site is part of the portal that was developed for the Distribution 
arm ofTNB, also known as TNBD. 
While this Web site is more appealing in terms of the design, layout and color scheme 
used and in the overall structure compared to the previous Web site, it is still very limited 
in its functions and features. Even a main page to introduce the organization and its 
history or background is not available. The existing modules are also not complete and 
only have fragments of information in each of the module or link. 
To demonstrate this fact, there are only about four modules or links found at the Web 
site, one containing the interview with the President of the organization, another being 
the hobbies page, but only a bit of information is found there, and even in the 
organization page, there is only a photo of the members and no information about the 
members or organization is given. This weakness degrades the usability and practicality 
of the Web site. 
Probably due to the fact that this effort is still in the early stage f development an i 
not yet complete, a lot of features ha e n t en in r rat ·d int. the Web rite, thu · 
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hampering efforts to make this Web site more useful to its members and also visitors 
alike. 
( d) Sisters In Islam (SIS) 
P!Jll1M!"·!§l!.,!JdNIDfi''7'1J llJiflHMtrMrtitti\t,. 1, 1. t.Qill!zi., .. < 1(4 t~eo:1 ·1 
rr1io1,.. .. ""' 
11w1 jj CJl ~QI~~ )o ~ Jil /J.=~;.=..__..1...-.---.;.....J..-..-"'--'---"-.;.:..,.;;_;;;._;;..J~-r;,-\£- •• -, .•-0- ••• i-1 £1~P~')R,125!lAM 
igure 2.4: The Main Page of the Sisters in Islam (SIS) Web site 
Sisters in Islam (SIS) are a group of Muslim professional women c mmitted to 
promoting the rights of women within the framework of Islam. Their key objectives are 
to promote and develop a framework for women's right in Islam, which lakes into 
consideration women's experiences and realitie to eliminate inju ·ti e and di, iriminati 11 
agninst women by changing practic and nlue that r ard \ men a infcri r to 111 ·n as 
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well as to create public awareness, and reform laws and policies, on issues of equality, 
justice, freedom, dignity and democracy in Islam. 
Source: Sisters in Islam. (2002). Available at: http://www.sistersinislam.org.mv/ 
This Web site is considered quite informative, as it includes a lot of information 
regarding the organization and the mission, key objectives, the issues and themes that 
they are concerned with and also the activities or events that is being organized by the 
organization. 
Apart from that, there are not many other features that are found in the Web site. 
Therefore, visitors are limited only to looking up information and there is no avenue for 
them to actually communicate and give comments and suggestions or ask questions. The 
font used is too small and display is a bit too crowded, making it difficult for visitors to 
read or view the information given there. Navigation is quite simple, because the site is 
relatively smaJI and doesn't contain many Web pages. 
Yi itors also cannot search for information because the site does not provide a search 
facility for the use of the visitors. This Web site may be sufficient in the context of giving 
out information regarding SIS, but visitors will probably not visit this site very ften due 
to the limitations in the Web site. 
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(e) Newwomen.net 
Source: Newwomen.net. (2001). Available at: http://www.newwomen.net/ 
NCWO 
A Portal For the New' 
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fr1udyl1ot ATM W1tbdr111!1 
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·W 
lel:l.eJ 
. '-'ti ·~ • WJ:'.1J! . e.cuw 
rr 
Pplllng'1, 
LW.l---ilil'"9 
2:l2PM 
figure 2.5: The Main Page of the Newwomen.net Portal 
The newwomen.net is a women's portal of the National Council of Women's' 
Organizations set up under the networking women project. 
This portal is one of the more complete and well-designed portal that have been tudied 
so far. The color scheme used is very bright and even the er II ar al hange s col r 
when dragged. The overall layout is ni · ely d ne and many int re ting t ar includ ·cl 
in the portal. Among th topics thnt ar n attention t arc fin inc 
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relationships, shopping, books, hobbies, work smart, an even a section on weather 
whereby users can get the latest weather update from clicking on the link. The portal also 
provides search facilities although not as specific or impressive as those offered by other 
main portals. 
The portal also displays a clock and the list of organizations affiliated to it for the 
reference of the visitors to the portal. A polling survey is also put in the portal to let 
visitors vote for their choice of answer for various issues and topics, the latest one being 
the issue regarding the implementation of the hudud Jaw in Terengganu. 
Advertisements and announcements are also found in the portal, but put in an attractive 
manner and not distracting or annoying to the visitors f the portal. Navigation is als 
quite easy and user-friendly, with most links opening up in a new window, making it 
easier for the user to return to the main page. 
This portal is unique in that it is one of the very few portals provided or d veloped for 
women (from what the author has analyzed thus far) that have a forum page to facilitate 
communication between and among visitors, members and also the administrat rs f the 
portal. It also provided an online registration form and made it possi le for p pie to get 
in touch with the Webmaster and other important figures via e-mail (automatically 
connects to Outlook Express). 
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Another interesting feature is the questionnaire or survey form that was put in the portal. 
This is a good and cost effective way to collect information from the visitors, provided 
that the people who filled them out were truthful and had the objective to sincerely help 
with the survey. 
However, due to the fact that this portal is not specifically developed or designed for one 
particular organization even though it is under the National Council of Women's 
Organization, there is not much information regarding the organization or regarding the 
networking women project and other relevant information about the history or purpose of 
setting up this portal. Perhaps this aspect of the portal can be further improved to provide 
visitors some idea as to how and why this portal came about. 
(f) National Council for Women's Organization (NCWO) Malaysia 
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The National Council of Women's Organizations (NCWO) is the consultative and 
advisory body for women's organizations affiliated to it. The sustained and dynamic 
leadership NCWO has given to women's organizations has enabled them to pursue 
programs in an even nwnerous tasks both at home as wives and mothers and in their 
work; in education, in upgrading the quality of schooling; the elimination of legislation 
that discriminate against women; in the economy and employment sectors as valuable 
contributors to national economic development and in politics where active involvement 
of women has been encouraged and the area of violence against women. 
Source: About Us - National Council of Women's Organizations (NCWO) Malaysia. 
(2001). Available at: http://www.ncwo.org.my/ 
One of the features that are useful and practical is the availability of most of the Web 
pages and content in two languages, i.e. ahasa Malaysia and English. Visitors to the 
Web site have the option of browsing and reading the information in the language that 
they are most comfortable in. This feature is not found in many other Web sites and 
portals and is one of the major advantages of this Web site. 
The design and layout of the Web site is simple and could be said to be a bit plain a 
there were many spaces left blank. Navigation is simple and straightforward. The 
information that is provided on the Web site is quite comprehensive and includes the 
Calendar, Bulletin, Highlights and Contact modules. An nline rcgistrati n f rm w 
also provided in the Web site. 
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The Web site is quite informative and contains a lot of information about the organization 
and also their objectives, detailed information and charts of the organizations leadership 
and office bearers, news regarding the seminars and conferences that are being conducted 
by the organization, their projects, and many more information regarding the issues and 
topics that are considered important to the organization. 
Basically, this is a no-frills Web site that serves its purpose of giving out information 
about the organization well. With further improvement and enhancement, this Web site 
can be made more interesting and comprehensive to attract more visitors to the site and 
also improve the Web site's overall effectiveness. 
(g) National Council of Women's Organization (NCWO) 
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The National Council of Women's Organiz.ations focuses primarily on promoting public 
policy issues of concern to the over 100 organizations that comprise our membership. 
Membership in the Council is diverse and includes organizations working on a broad 
spectrum of issues including equal employment opportunity, economic equity and 
development, education and job training, reproductive health, as well as the specific 
concerns of mid-life and older women, girls and young women, women of color, 
religious women, business and professional women, homemakers and retired women. 
Organizational members include grassroots, research, service and legal advocacy groups. 
The Council brings together like-minded organizations to advocate change in specific 
arenas through its various task forces (, 2002). 
Source: National Council of Women's Organization. (2002). Available at: 
http://www. worn ensorgan i zations. org/ 
This Web site is very comprehensive and contains a lot of information regarding the 
organization and also their policies and agenda. Many Web pages are devoted to their 
causes and agenda, and current news about their movement and activities are provided in 
detail in the Web site. Being an organization that champions women's right and cau e , 
definitely most if not all the issues covered and discussed are concerning women and 
their welfare, health, workplace and etc. 
Membership criteria are also established in the Web site and on-line registration is 
available to interested parties who meet the council s requirement . A Ii t of \!, isling 
members is also put in the Web site and is arrang d alpha etically, A Ii t f the t .rinu 
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committee of the NCWO inc1uding names, positions and e-mail addresses is also found 
on the Web site. 
A calendar of activities is also one of the features that are available in the Web site. The 
calendar can be viewed by day, month or year and lists events hosted by the members of 
the NCWO. The calendar is presented as a useful service for planning and to encourage 
participation from the NCWO organizations. 
The overall design and layout of the Web site is good and systematically done, therefore 
helping users in the navigation of the Web site. For a Web site that contains a 
considerable amount of information, the navigation is considered simple and there are 
many headers and links provided to help users navigate through the pages with ease. 
(h) National Organization for Women (NOW) 
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The National Organization for Women is the largest organization of feminist activists in 
the United States. NOW have 500,000 contributing members and 550 chapters in all 50 
states and the District of Columbia. Since its founding in 1966, NOWs goal has been "to 
take action" to bring about equality for all women. Both the actions NOW takes and its 
position on the issues are often unorthodox, uncompromising and ahead of their time. 
NOW activists use both traditional and non-traditional means to push for social change. 
NOW activists do extensive electoral and lobbying work and bring lawsuits. They also 
organize mass marches, rallies, pickets, and non-violent civil disobedience and 
immediate, responsive "zap" actions. 
These ongoing efforts established NOW as a major force in the sweeping changes that 
put more women in political posts; increased educational, employment nnd busines 
opportunities for women; and enacted tougher laws against violence, harassment and 
discrimination. 
N W's official priorities are wmmng economic equality and securing it with an 
amendment to the U.S. Constitution that will guarantee equal rights for women; 
championing abortion rights, reproductive freedom and other women's health issue ; 
opposing racism and fighting bigotry against lesbian and gays; and ending violence 
against women. 
Source: NOW History. (2002). Available at: http://www.n w.org/ 
ne f th most interesting featur s f und in thi · We site i the gr~ ti111 ·nrd '·11 linn 
. vi ~ thnt is provid d h re. What i mor im r 
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actually specially tailored to the organizations causes and concerns, and not just linking 
the Web site to another e-card service site. This is one of the very few organizations 
studied so far to use this method to promote awareness of the campaigns and activities 
that they are carrying out. This is something that is cost-effective and is a good idea to 
emulate. 
There is also an online catalog of products that are being sold by the organization as part 
of their effort to increase their funding and also as a way for the society to contribute to 
the organization. The catalog is much like an online shopping site, and customers are 
given the option to choose products and put it into the shopping basket. A search facility 
is also provided, with the option of using power search and also search tips. 
This feature is very interesting and the author is considering includin this in the 
proposed PELIT AW AN rs TN B Portal. 
The basic layout and design of the Web site is fairly simple and plain. The color scheme 
used is also quite neutral and is not too striking. Most of the Web site is devoted to 
providing details of their activities and their efforts to help women fight discrimination 
and get better rights. 
Other than the e-card and catalog services, there are not many other features included in 
the Web site. 
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(i) Singapore Council of Women's Organization (SCWO) 
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Figure 2.9: The Main Page of the SCWO Web site 
The Singapore Council of Women's Organizations (SCWO) is a coordinating body of 
women's organizations and is managed by an xecutive oard comprising elected 
representatives from affiliated member organizations. As f 3151 December 2001, the 
SCWO has 45 affiliates with an approximate membership of I 00,000 women in all walks 
of life. Membership is open to all women's organizations, associations and clubs wh 
subscribe to the aims and objectives of the SCWO. They are accredited a the nati nal 
coordinating body of women's organizati n in 111 a re and net a the non- 
rov rnm nt Ir pr scntativc in th A AN W m n' pr irarn AWP . 
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Source: Background Information - SCWO. (2002). Available at: http://www.scwo.org.sg/ 
One of the very useful features that can be found in th.is Web site is the selection of 
languages that is provided to the user or visitor. The selection is not limited to English 
and Bahasa Malaysia only, but has around more than 10 languages for visitors to choose 
from. This is a very effective way to make the Web site more accessible and can be 
understood by many people around the world who communicate in different languages. 
The Web site also has a forum for members to drop in and give their comments and view 
about the organization and other issues. A poll is also carried out in the Web site to gauge 
users and visitors satisfaction level with the services that is provided by the Web site. 
Members are also given an e-mail account and they are able to login into heir account 
from the Web site. 
A search function incorporating power search and download facilities is also included in 
this Web site. Apart from that, an electronic feedback form is prepared for anyone to give 
their comments and to send it to the organization. 
Frequently asked questions (FAQ) are also listed in one of the Web pages, and many 
other interesting features such as reviews and stories archive are found in the Web ite. 
The stories are sorted by the month of publication and the review are rated in the form f' 
T p IO reviews in terms of popularity and al the m st e ent re iew . A nlendar or 
ofth memocr and isitors t the site, 
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Overall, this Web site is nicely designed and a lot of interesting modules are incorporated 
in this Web site. The only drawback could be the overload of information that might 
threaten some visitors, as there is quite a substantial amount of information found on the 
Web site, especially in the stories archive. 
2.5 LITERATURE REVIEW SUMMARY 
From what the author has discovered, the portals or Web sites developed for 
organizations that are operating internationally or based in other more developed 
countries such as the United States of America and Singapore are better compared to the 
ones being developed for our local organizations. This is mostly in the areas of diversity 
of features and functions that can be found in the Web site, for example, some sites off r 
e-card sending services, forums and things like that. Of course, there are exceptions to 
this, as there are also portals that are well designed and full of useful features, but by and 
large, most of the local portals lack functionality and are not comprehensive enough. 
In terms of information given, most Web sites are quite satisfactory and provided a lot of 
relevant and up-to-date information in their Web sites. There is not much difference 
between the local sites and non-local sites in these criteria, 
In conclusion, most of the Web sites and portals are mainly developed and de igned to 
merely as a way to disseminate information regarding the rganization, f r in tan 
1 
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activities, updates and other information related to the organization. Not many 
organizations have included features such as bulletin boards, forum, online registration, 
and other multimedia applications in their Web site. This is probably because the 
organization feels that the primary focus of their Web site is to provide information, 
therefore not much attention is given to the inclusion of other features and functions. 
Therefore, it is the ambition of the author to create an information portal with a difference 
that incorporates interesting and useful features to benefit all who visits the portal. 
From the analysis and synthesis of the existing Web sites of women's organizations 
found on the Internet, the author has decided to incorporated the good features that were 
introduced in the various Web sites. The full list of features is found in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3: The Features to be Included in the PELITA W ANIS TNB Portal 
No. Features 
I Administration 
2 Forum/Bulletin Board 
3 User Feedback 
4 Links to other women's organizations 
5 Members List 
6 Members Update 
7 Search 
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CHAPTER3:METHODOWGY 
This chapter presents the methods and techniques used in the development of this system, 
particularly on the fact-finding techniques and data collection analysis to facilitate the 
development of the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal. 
3.1 FACT-FINDING TECHNIQUES 
Also known as data collection or information gathering, fact-finding techniques arc the 
formal process of using clear reasoning and researching techniques methodo ogies to 
collect information about systems, requirements and preferences for a system 
development project. In this case, the information that needs to be collected is regarding 
the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal requirements, its functions and modules and also the 
users' needs and preferences. 
Various fact-finding techniques such as the sampling of existing documents and hard 
data, site vi uts, interviews, observation, questionnaires, prototypes, and others can be 
used to gather the needed information. The process of gathering information is most 
crucial to two development phases, namely the systems planning and sy tern analysi 
phases. 
The implementation of different techniques will yield different results, with each 
technique having its own strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, a combinati n of a few 
techniques are used in the development of this project to increa e b th the Ifcctivcnc 
and Ificicncy in gathering factual inf rmati n ' ith regard t the P LITA WA Nl 'rNn 
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Portal. Together, these techniques provide a comprehensive factual and analytical 
approach that greatly helps in determining the requisite requirements of the system. 
One of the key steps in the development of this project is to elicit information from the 
existing and potential users, which are mainly the members of the PELIT AW ANlS TNB 
Organization. Therefore, the author has examined both quantitative and qualitative 
information from the fact-finding techniques to paint a more accurate picture of the 
proposed project. 
3.1.1 Utilizing Printed Materials 
Printed materials have long been one of the main sources of information in any project or 
research. There are a wide variety of printed materials available such as books 
' 
encyclopedias, almanacs, journals, periodicals, yearbooks, magazines, handbooks, 
manuals, directories, dictionaries, conference proceedings and many others. All of these 
materials were written to cater to a specific group of audience. 
Not all of the materials mentioned above contain information that is relevant to the 
development of this system. The author mainly relied on reference books and journal 
articles to obtain information regarding the terms, definition , concept and re earch 
activity in the area of information portal development. 
Printed materials remains as the most authoritati e and relia le urce f inf rmati n 
oven with the emergence f the Intern t and th r le tr nic mate inls. 
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3.1.2 Utilizing Internet and Electronic Materials 
The U.S. Department of Defense laid the foundation of the Internet roughly 30 years ago 
with a network called ARPANET. But the general public didn't use the Internet much 
until after the development of the World Wide Web (WWW) in the early 1990s. The 
World Wide Web came into being in 1991, thanks to developer Tim Berners-Lee and 
others at the European Laboratory for Particle Physics, also known as Conseil 
Europeenne pour Ia Recherche Nucleaire (CERN). As recently as June 1993, there were 
only 130 Web sites (A brief history of the Internet, 2001 ). Now the WWW has grown to 
enormous proportions and there are millions of Web sites available. 
No one authority controls the World Wide Web. Today's Web site authoring tools allow 
virtually anyone who has access to a computer and the Internet to post a Web site and 
contribute to the definition of what this medium is and what it can do. It is a welJ-known 
fact that the Internet is the most efficient medium for publishing and sharing data (Tips 
on establishing your online presence, 2001). An immeasurable amount of data can be 
found on the Internet, but it is unorganized and chaotic due to the lack of control and 
organization by a specific authority. With more than 350 million documents available on 
the Web alone, finding relevant information online can be daunting (The A s of Web 
Site Evaluation, 1999). However, the Internet still contains a ubstantial am unt f 
useful information including academic and research information. The challenge j to 
accurately retrieve the relevant and wanted information from the Web and di tingui hing 
it from other irrelevant sources of information. 
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others, and the very task of locating that information is tedious and time consuming. 
According to Katz (1992), it has flooded so much irrelevant data that the precise facts to 
help one are lost. 
However, the Internet has contributed to the increase of available resources that are easily 
accessible despite its problems and setbacks. It has helped to speed up the process of 
finding information that is important to the development of the PELIT AW ANIS TNB 
Portal thus allowing more time to be spent on other processes such as analysis, and 
interpretation of the information and also project documentation. 
3.1.3 Interviewing 
Interview is defined as a meeting with a person whose views are requested (Ruse, J 989). 
Gathering information through interviews is no easy feat, as one has to take into 
consideration the circumstances of the interview and also the personal biases and 
perceptions of the person being interviewed. Many factors come into play when obtaining 
information from an interviewee. The framework of the person's education intellect 
' ' 
upbringing, emotions and ethics will all serve as influential filters during the interview. 
Some of the unique types of information that are obtained from interviews are the 
respondent's opinions, feelings, goals and informal procedures (Kendall & Kendall 
1999). Other than that, a person may also be asked regarding the nature of hi· w rk and 
other relevant information that concerns the r on iti n an I dutie in a p rticular 
or raniz tion or work environment. 
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Interviewing the stakeholders of the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal is by far the most 
effective way to elicit requirements and to understand the ideal system's functions and 
design. It is quite difficult to carry out due to the time constraints and logistic problems 
faced by the author. It is also a tricky task to actually get the relevant information from 
the respondents, as they do not have an exact idea of what the PELIT AW ANIS TNB 
Portal should or should not incorporate. 
The author has divided the process into three parts; namely the preparation before the 
interview, the interview session itself and also the follow-up and review after the 
interview. The author met up with several of the stakeholders including the management 
of TNBG Prai and also members of the PELITA W ANIS TNB Organization (Butterworth 
Branch). 
A list of questions is prepared before the interview so that the interview can be carried 
out smoothly· and it will lessen the probability of the author missing out on important 
area or questions that need to be answered (refer to Appendix A: Interview Questions). 
The interview is followed by a discussion session with the int rviewees. All the 
information from the interviews are then examined and documented ace rdingly. The 
findings and analysis of the information from the interview are later ent t the 
interviewees so that they will also know the results of the interview. This helps to 
maintain a good rapport with the interviewees and they will at lea t feel appreciated and 
that they did not waste their time during the interviev . 
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3.2 DATA COLLECTION ANALYSIS 
The author has carried out interviews with two committee members of the 
PELITA W ANIS TNB Butterworth Branch, Puan Juriah and Puan Azmah to find out their 
opinions on the proposed portal. 
The interviews were conducted separately due to the logistic problems faced while the 
author was in Prai to collect information. Puan Juriah is stationed at the TNBD office in 
Butterworth, while Puan Azmah works for TNBG Prai. The author went to meet the two 
interviewees at their workplace and conducted the interview there. 
In general, both of the interviewees agreed to the management's proposal to develop a 
portal for PELITA W ANIS TNB. They felt that the portal would benefit the members 
especia1Jy in the dissemination of information (usually the latest updates) regarding the 
activities organized by the organization. Puan Juriah suggested that features like forum be 
included in the portal. However, they were concerned about the level of IT skills of the 
members, but were reassured when the author explained that the portal would be very 
user-friendly and training would be provided to the users. They agreed that the most 
important thing is to make sure the portal can be used by all of the members and not only 
for a small group. They are eagerly waiting for the completion of the portal. 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
The first part of this chapter presents the functional and non-functional requirements that 
are needed in developing this system. The functional requirements are registration, 
forum, search, tracking and display, user maintenance, user guide and information 
management. Non-functional requirements are made up of the Graphical User Interface 
(GUI), portability, usability, manageability, scalability, response time, reliability, and 
robustness. 
The second part of the chapter discusses the hardware and software consideration for this 
system. The author tries to analyze the different options that are available in the market 
and proceeds to choose the most suitable tool for the purpose of this system. Database, 
development platform, web development technologies, web application software and the 
development server requirements are among the topics touched here. The reasons and 
justifications for choosing the respective tool and technology are also included. 
4.1 DEFINING REQUJJlEMENTS 
This part of the system analysis describes the functional and non-functional requirements 
of the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal. 
4.1.1 Functional Requirements 
According to Pfleeger (2001 ), a functional requirement is a core system ervice expected 
by the user and it describes an interacti n etween the invir nm mt. Fr m 
a t clinical viewpoint function I requir m nt are fun ·ti 11 · that ar 
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specifically in order to fulfill the needs of the users. The functional requirement describes 
how the system should behave when initiated by certain stimuli or input. All of the 
functional requirements for the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal are presented as follows: 
(a) Log in and Registration 
Users must log in to the PELITA W ANIS TNB Portal (this is automatically done 
when the users log in to the Windows 2000 Platform using a valid Login 10 and 
Password) before they can access the portal. Only authorized users (administrators) 
who have been given permission to access certain information such as the member 
list, and other data can view this data and make the necessary updates to the data. 
(b) Bulletin Board and Forum 
One of the unique features in the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal is the bulletin board 
and forum incorporated in the portal. Users can communicate with each other by 
posting notes on the bulJetin board or by joining in the discussions that are being held 
in the forum. 
(c) Search 
The search feature or function that will be incorporated in the P LIT A WAN! TNB 
Portal is to search for information outside of the portal itself. This means that this 
search is not for users to search for information contained in the itc, The search 
feature will link users to a powerful search ngine that can facilitate the , ur .h 
pro ·s required by users. The auth r fl el that du t th nn 
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information in the portal, hyperlinks and headings are sufficient to guide users in the 
process of looking for the information that they need in the portal. 
(d) Tracking and Display 
The PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal will include an intelligent counter regarding the 
number of log-ins and the location the access (log in) was made. This information can 
be stored in the database and reports can be generated when required. This feature is 
very important to facilitate data mining in the future, whereby these data will be 
analyzed to reveal certain patterns of user behavior and other useful statistics such as 
the total number of visitors, the reasons for the log-ins, and which information is most 
useful to the users. 
(e) User Maintenance (Administration) 
User maintenance in this context mainly applies to the administrators of the 
PELlT AW ANIS TNB Portal. They wi 11 be allowed to perform functions such as 
adding, deleting, editing, updating, and modifying the data or information found in 
the portal. This feature is required because information changes from time to time and 
the portal need to keep up with the latest developments. User needs and requirements 
may also change and the portal needs to be flexible enough to accomm date this 
change. 
(f) User Guide and Information Manag meut 
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The PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal will also provide guidelines and tips on how to use 
the portal efficiently to achieve their purpose. This comprises a brief introduction of 
the portal, the core functions and components of the portal, Frequently Asked 
Questions (FAQ), and etc. The user guide will also include search tips and some 
detailed instructions to perform some of the more complicated tasks, for instance the 
administrators will be given instructions on how to update the information in the 
database and the portal. 
(g) User Feedback 
Users can provide feedback such as their opinions and suggestions regarding the 
PELITA W ANIS TNB Portal. Textareas and textfields are provided in the user 
feedback form to allow users to enter their personal particulars, questions and 
comments regarding the portal. The administrators will process this information and 
steps wilJ be taken to improve the portal if necessary. 
{h) Member List and Update 
A list of the registered members of the PELITA W ANI TNB rganizati n 
(Butterworth Branch) will be available in the portal to allow viewing by u crs. The 
administrators can update the member list. 
4.1.2 Non-functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirement describes a system re tri ti n that limit the choi ·c · r r 
on tru ting n solution to the pr lem Pfl ger, ... 0 l . In th ·r words, th · • r c th 
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standards and constraints, which a system must operate under and be fulfilled as parts of 
the system development. The following are the non-functional requirements for the 
PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal: 
(a) Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
The PELITAWANIS TNB Portal will incorporate an attractive and user-friendly 
interface with WIMP (Window, Icon, Menu, and Pointing device) features. The 
overall design uses a color scheme that is pleasing to the eye and contrasts are 
carefully planned so that the display is clear and interesting. This is to ensure that 
users will feel comfortable and at ease while reducing the possibility of frustration 
due to the difficulty in using the system. Menu-driven and hyperlink-driven 
mechanisms will provide a standard navigation interface for the users in a systematic 
way. The notification messages are also accurate, concise, clear and simple so that 
users understand the message and the implications of the options provided in the 
messages. This is especially important since most of the users are novice users and do 
not have much knowledge in this field. 
(b) Portability 
The PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal must be able to operate acr s various platf rms. 
This feature will make it much easier for the users to access the Web p rtal without 
having to worry about the compatibility of the portal with their existing comput r 
and systems. Thus, the portal can operate n ari u pr rictary Intl' nns with ut 
any modification, recompiling rec nfigurati n r rede ign of an mp ncnt, 
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(c) Usability 
The PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal must prove to be useful and beneficial to its users. 
It must be able to provide the information and services that are needed quickly, and 
with minimum fuss. It should not in any way hinder or limit the user from carrying 
out the desired operations, such as retrieving data from the databases, as long as they 
are authorized to do so. 
( d) Manageability 
The hardware and software applications of the PELITA W ANIS TNB Portal must be 
proficient to be managed effortlessly and easily operated. This is crucial to ensure that 
future maintenance and enhancements can be done on the system without having 
major problems. 
(e) Scalability 
The ability of the system to migrate or adapt to machines with greater or lesser power, 
whether as a server or client, is what this feature is all about. This means that the 
system will be able to expand or decrease in size and capacity depending on the needs 
of the users. Using hardware, application configuration, or a combination of b th the 
hardware and application configuration the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal can be 
scaled. 
(1) Response Time 
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The response time of the system should always be in the acceptable range even when 
there are many users using the system concurrently. One of the methods to ensure that 
the users are satisfied with the response time is by using better and faster hardware 
components. This will be discussed later in the hardware consideration section of this 
chapter. 
(g) ReliabiJity 
As with any other system, reliability of the system is one of the key things isers look 
for when using the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal. When the system is reliable, all the 
functions will be executed precisely and smoothly. High reliability will promote user 
confidence in the system and will encourage them to use the system more frequently, 
and they trust that the system will meet their needs efficiently. The author will carry 
out thorough testing to ensure that the system reliability is not compromised in any 
way, at any time of the implementation or operation. 
(h) Robustness 
The p LITAWANIS TNB Portal must be robust enough to handle any expected and 
unexpected system failures. Measures will be taken straight away to detect the 
failures and rectify the situation immediately. An error will be logged to inform the 
system administrator of the failure. This can only be achieved through comprehensive 
testing. 
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4.2 HARDWARE AND SOFfW ARE CONSIDERATION 
This section contains the introduction to various the hardware and software components 
used in the development of this system. Also included are the explanations and 
justifications of choosing the hardware and software that best suits this project. 
4.2.1 Database Management System 
(a) Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is the latest version of Microsoft's relational database 
management system (RDBMS) for the Windows platform. It is a complete database 
and analysis solution solution for rapidly delivering the next generation of scalable 
Web applications. 
The database component of SQL Server 2000 is a Structured Query Language (SQL)- 
compatible, scaJable, relational database with integrated XML support for Internet 
applications. SQL Server 2000 builds upon the modem, extensible foundation of SQL 
Server 7.0. 
Additionally, SQL Server 2000 takes full advantage of Windows 2000 by integrating 
with Active Directory Services and supporting up to 32 processors and 64 gigabytes 
(GB) of Random Access Memory (RAM). 
SQL Server 2000 includes a number of features that support ease of installati n, 
deployment, and use; scalability; data warehou ing; and y t m integrati n with ther 
server software. 
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(a) Ease of Installation 
The installation or upgrade of SQL Server 200[) is driven by a Graphical User 
Interface (GUI) application that guides users in providing the information that SQL 
Server 2000 Setup needs. The entire installation or upgrade process is accomplished 
quickly and with minimal input from the users. 
(b) Ease of deployment 
SQL Server 2000 reconfigures itself automatically and dynamically while running. 
SQL Server 2000 can also increase or decrease the size of a database automatically as 
data is inserted or deleted. 
SQL Server 2000 offers database administrators several tools for managing their 
systems, such as SQL Server Enterprise Manager and SQL Profiler 
(c) Ease of use 
The SQL Server 2000 database engine is a robust server that can manage terabyte 
databases being accessed by thousands of users. At the same time, when running at its 
default settings, SQL Server 2000 has features such as dynamic self-tuning that 
enable it to work effectively on laptops and desktops without burdening users with 
administrative tasks. 
( d) Scalability 
QL Server 2000 includes several features that c, tend th cala ility f the s stern, 
For example, S L Server 2000 dynamicall adjust the granularity of I ' in t the 
gc 
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appropriate level for each table referenced by a query and has high-speed 
optimizations that support Very Large Database (VLDB) environments. 
( e) System Integration 
SQL Server 2000 works with other products such as Windows 2000 Server, Windows 
NT Server, and Microsoft Proxy Server to form a stable and secure data store for 
Internet and intranet systems. 
(f) Windows Authentication Support 
SQL Server supports Windows Authentication, which enables Windows NT and 
Windows 2000 user and domain accounts to be used as SQL Server 2000 login 
accounts. Users are validated by Windows 2000 when they connect to the network. 
When a connection is formed with SQL Server, the SQL Server client software 
requests a trusted connection, which can be granted only if they have been validated 
by Windows NT or Windows 2000. SQL Server, then, does not have to validate users 
separately. Users are not required to have separate logins and passwords for each 
S L Server system to which they connect. 
Source: Features - Microsoft SQL Server 2000. (2002). Available at: 
http://www.microsoft.com/sql/evaluationJfeatures/default.asp 
(g) Microsoft Access 2000 
Microsoft Access 2000 is a powerful relational databa e application de igncd for 
desktop category users, in particular indi iduals and w rkgr up mann •ing lar 'C 
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amounts of data. It includes features that make designing and manipulation of 
database systems easy and efficient. 
Microsoft Access 2000 aids users in generating, analyzing, as well as creating reports 
in a short period of time. It provides ease-of-use wizards throughout, such as the 
Database Wizard for getting up and running the database quickly, and the Simple 
Query Wizard for finding information easily in the database. The combination of 
ease-of-use and power in Microsoft Access 2000 makes it the top choice among 
developers who frequently use Microsoft Access as a front-end to SQL Server in a 
client-server environment. 
(h) Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Vs Microsoft Access 2000 
The Database Management System (DBMS) chosen for this project is the Microsoft 
SQL Server 2000. There are a few reasons why this choice was made. Most 
importantly, the purpose and intended use of the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal has to 
be considered. The author is taking into consideration the future expandability of the 
portal and the incorporation of new features, as the users get more familiar with the 
portal. The Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is more suitable due to its ability to perform 
the necessary functions with minimum fuss. It is also fully compatible with the 
Windows 2000 Platform that is currently being used by the client. lt also integrates 
well with the Active Directory Services and provides features that are easy to u e, 
deploy, and scalable. 
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Microsoft Access 2000 is a good database management system but it is not 
comprehensive and large enough to fit in all the requirements of the portal. Apart 
from that, the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal also needs to integrate with other systems, 
primarily the Company Information Portal, Leave Management System and Claims 
Management System for TNBG Perai. All of these systems have to be linked together 
and the Microsoft SQL Server 2000 was agreed upon as the chosen DBMS for these 
systems. 
The comparison between Microsoft SQL Server 2000 and Microsoft Access 2000 can 
be found in Table 4.1 as shown below. 
Table 4.1: The Comparison Between MS SQL Server 2000 and MS Access 2000 
Features MS SQL Server 2000 MS Access 2000 
Data capacity 1 Tera byte per database 1.2 Gigabyte of database 
Solution for transaction Automatic rollback, Do not support automatic 
based database reduction of downtime recovery, loss of data 
downtime expenses. possible. 
Backup ability Dynamic backup No built-in backup 
capability 
Degree of security Validation using Windows Customizable security 
2000 or NT. Also uses available depending on 
Login ID and password, developers needs. 
user permission and 
encryption. 
Application run time Fast Slow 
Maximum number of 32,767 255 
users 
Distributed trnnsnctioos Ye N 
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4.2.2 Development Platform 
The development platform is one of the most important component of the software in 
consideration because it provides support for all the other development tools and 
programming languages used in the development of this system. Therefore, it is of utmost 
importance that the chosen development platform must be the best platform for the 
system, in that can meet the needs and requirements of this system more efficiently and 
quickly compared to the other platforms in the market. 
There are a number of development platforms for developing the client-server 
applications of this system. The author has weighed the strengths and weaknesses as well 
as the unique characteristics of two popular development platforms, namely the Microsoft 
Windows NT Server 4.0 and the Microsoft Windows 2000 Server. 
(a) Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 
Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 is a multipurpose server operating system. A 
multipurpose operating system integrates a variety of network services. The services 
it provides are designed to address customer requirements and are managed in a 
single way. 
This robust operating system (OS) offers dependable file and printing services, while 
providing the architecture to run powerful client-server applications. With built-in 
support for communications and Internet services, Windows NT Server 4.0 al o 
includes Internet and intranet capabilities. The new feature built into Window NT 
rvcr 4.0 ffers more ch ic for acce in inf rmati n, ·p .inlly thr u h a wide 
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range of built-in Internet tools besides improving communication. The OS also 
provide users with improved performance at a lower cost. The selected features of 
Windows NT Server 4.0 are listed in Table 4.2. 
Windows NT Server 4.0 interoperates with a broad range of operating systems 
including Netware, UNIX, Microsoft LAN Manager, SNA and Macintosh. 
Table 4.2: The Selected Features of Windows NT Server 4.0 
• File sharing 
• Support of various protocols 
• Simple deployment and management 
• Integrated security 
• Integrated Web Server (HS - Internet Information Server) 
• Complete communication services 
• Reliability and speed 
• Network integration services 
• Low-cost dial up connectivity 
Features of Windows 2000 NT Server 4.0 
Source: Windows NT 4.0 Features (2001, July 13) Available at: 
http://www.microsoft.com/ntserver/Productlnfo/default.asp 
(b) Microsoft Windows 2000 Server 
The Windows 2000 Server Family is the m t reliable et f s .rver irating syst ·rn · 
Microsoft has ever produced. The reliability im rovernents in Wind w 20 0 m nn 
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fewer network interruptions for end users, higher server uptime, and better system 
availability. 
The Windows 2000 Server Family goes beyond providing the essentials, such as file, 
print, and communications. It is engineered specifically to let companies reliably and 
economically use emerging technologies to improve business profitability and 
increase their agility in an ever-changing marketplace. 
Building on the solid Internet technologies delivered in Windows NT Server 4.0, 
Windows 2000 Server provides a well-integrated package containing the application 
development environment, security, and scalability that developers need to get more 
out of existing applications. Developers can also build new and versatile solutions 
using the most complete set of Internet technologies available. 
Table 4.3: The Selected Features of Windows 2000 Server 
Features of Windows 2000 Server 
• Improved Internal Architecture 
• Fast Recovery from System Failure 
• Improved Code with Developer Tools 
• "'asier deployment 
• Easier network configuration 
• Improved reliability and scalability 
• Internet ready 
• Centralized management services 
• Provide support for wide range of hardware and peripherals 
• Increased security 
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Source: Increasing System Reliability and Availability with Windows 2000. (2000, 
December 5). 
http://www.microsoft.com/windows2000/server/evaluation/overview1default.asp 
(c) Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 Vs Microsoft Windows 2000 Server 
The Microsoft Windows 2000 Server has all the capabilities and features offered by 
Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0, because it is built on the NT technology. It is 
superior to the preceding Windows NT Server 4.0 in many ways, and is easier to use, 
deploy, and manage. It is a tightly integrated solution that performs extremely well, 
besides having strong supporting tools for developers. It is a powerful platform on 
which to build a reliable and robust portal. Therefore, the Microsoft Windows 2000 
Server is chosen over the Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 as the main development 
platform for the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal. 
(d) Microsoft SharePoint Portal Server 
Sharef'oint Portal Server is a flexible portal solution that lets users find, share, and 
publish information easily. With SharePoint Portal Server, businesses are able to 
utilize existing information effectively, and to capture information in new ways that 
make sense for their business. In addition, they can rapidly deploy an out-of-the-box 
portal site and easily use Web-Parts technology to customize a Web-based view of 
their organization. 
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Because the SharePoint Portal is comprised fully of Web Parts, it can be easily 
customized to suit the purpose and preference of the users. With Web Part 
technology, users can also customize the interface, and manage common resources, 
such as contacts, calendars, and messages. 
Customers can also extend SharePoint Portal Server and add additional Web 
application functionality. SharePoint Portal Server is designed around industry and 
Internet standards, such as OLE DB, Microsoft ActiveX Data Objects (ADO), 
Extensible Markup Language (XML), and HTTP, making it easy for developers 
familiar with these standards. Due to this support of standards, the use of tools like 
Microsoft Visual Studio® allows users to integrate Active Server Pages (ASP) 
functionality into the portal. 
SharePoint Portal Server is a document management tool that includes features like 
document Jocking, versioning, and publishing and makes these features accessible to 
the average user. It delivers easy-to-use, document-management features that are 
integrated with the tools and applications that are used to create and manage 
documents, with Microsoft Windows® Explorer and Microsoft Office 2000 
applications like Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft PowerPoint®. 
Using SharePoint Portal Server, users can also save and check documents into the 
document store, capturing business-relevant rnetadata in Document Profile forms. 
Users can also tailor forms to their organization. Tracking changes though multiple 
drafts as a document is edited, reviewed, and appr ved i ace mplished u ing 
integrated approval routing. This ccur ri r te u Ji hin f r publi vicwin n the 
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intranet dashboard site. Users can also roll back to a previous version of a document. 
Features like Document Collaboration, Profiling, Lifecycle Management, and Web- 
based document management through a browser are also provided. 
Small or ad hoc workgroups need informal means to work together on group 
deliverables, share documents, and communicate status with one another. These 
groups need to share information easily and effortlessly and SharePoint Team 
Services-based Web sites allow them to do that. 
Large workgroups with structured processes need greater management over their 
information. They require features like formal publishing processes and the ability to 
search for and aggregate content from multiple data stores and file formats. For this 
scenario, SharePoint Portal Server 2001 is recommended. 
When organizations offer SharePoint Team Services and SharePoint Portal Server 
2001, they can address the information-sharing challenges for both the large and 
small groups within their enterprise. Together, the SharePoint technologies give users 
the ability to organize information, readily access that information, manage 
documents, and enable efficient collaboration-all in a familiar, browser-based and 
Microsoft Office-integrated environment. 
Table 4.4: The Comparison Between Team Services and Portal Server 
Team Services 
Core Function Ad hoc information sharing 
Team Web ites P rtal Web ·it ' 
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(5-75 users) (75+ users) 
Search Documents within team Web site Across multiple servers and 
Capabilities and sub Webs data types 
Discussion and Discussions Discussions 
Notifications Notifications Notifications 
Surveys 
Customization Browser-based, Microsoft Web Parts and SDK 
FrontPage version 2002, and SDK 
Document Publishing Check-in, check-out 
Management Versioning 
Routing 
Publishing 
Client Browser, Office XP, FrontPage Browser, Microsoft Windows 
Applications 2002 Explorer, Office 2000 or 
Office XP 
Roles-based Customizable roles: Administrator, Administrator, Coordinator, 
Security Advanced Author, Author, Author, and Reader 
Contributor, and Browser 
Storage Microsoft SQL Server™ Web Storage System 
Licensing One FrontPage 2002 server license, Server license and client 
no separate client access license access licenses (CALs) 
Table 4.5: The Three Main Features of Microsoft SharePoint Portal Server 
The search engine also management functionality i ba ed p rtals u ing digital 
da hboard lay uts and 
.ontent interface , u ing 
third party r your own 
Scalable, "nterprise Search Integrated Document 
Management 
Customized Portal Solution 
Search Engine Office and Windows Digital Dashboard-based 
Retrieve text using state of Integration Portal 
the art probabilistic ranking. A complete set of document Get flexible, Web Part- 
features "best bets," accessible directly from the 
pr perty searches, and auto- Micros ft ffice 2000 
cat' orization of crawled 
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content. Windows® Explorer. This Web Parts. 
helps users manage 
documents with familiar 
tools. 
Data Access and Indexing Check-in and Check-out Shareable Personal 
Crawl and search file and Enables optional enhanced Dashboards 
Web servers, Microsoft Web folders so that Easily create customized 
Exchange Server Public documents can be reserved dashboard sites, and share 
Folders, Lotus Notes by individual •. sers for them with other users. 
servers, and remote servers updating. 
for SharePoint Portal 
Server. 
Subscriptions Document Versioning Web Storage System 
Subscribe to a document, Document changes, Built-in services for 
folder, category, or search including metadata such as building Web-based 
query so you are notified keywords, are tracked and collaborative applications. 
when changes are made, in assigned different version 
the portal and optionally, by numbers for auditing and 
e-mail. rol1back. 
Categories Document Profiling Standard Tools 
lassify content under a set This captures optional and Develop solutions using 
of customer-defined required metadata about familiar tools like Microsoft 
categories. This allows easy customer-defined document Visual Studio®. 
navigation to information. types. 
Low-Latency Indexing Document ColJaboration Standard Interface 
Support manual and Use the Discussions feature Utilize c mmon interfaces 
scheduled crawls, as weJl as in Office and Hypertext like Microsoft ActiveX® 
adaptive and incremental Markup Language (HTML) Data bject (AD ), 
crawling, to ensure that documents for inline xtensible Markup 
your search results contain content review. Language XML) and 
the most recent information. Hyp rt'. t Tran 'fi r Pr to ol 
·- 
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(HTTP), and Web 
Distributed Authoring and 
Versioning (WebDA V). 
Search Extensibility Security 
Search protocol handler Using roles built on 
interfaces enable connection Microsoft Windows NT® 
to custom data sources. security, SharePoint Portal 
Support custom content Server ensures that only 
types through the IFilter users with app ·opriate 
interface. access can see a given 
document. 
Lifecycle Management 
Create private drafts, review 
and revise, then publish, 
with optional approval 
routing. 
Source: Microsoft SharePoint Portal Server: Product Overview. (2002). Available at: 
http://www.microsoft.com/sharepointJevaluation/overview/default.asp 
SharePoint Technologies: Unlocking the power of information. (2001, April 18). 
Available at: http://www.microsoft.com/sharcpointJevaluation/overview/technologies.asp 
4.2.3 Web Development Technologies 
Web-based applications rely on many network and application components that work 
together to deliver information to the requesting client. Technologie that are well suited 
for a particular project can greatly improve the reliability and perf rmance of the 
proposed project. Therefore, careful considerati n when ch ing which d v elo] m »u 
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technology that is to be used in the development of the PELITA W ANIS TNB Portal is of 
utmost importance. 
The programming framework chosen for the development of the PELIT AW ANIS TNB 
Portal is ASP.NET with VB.NET as the main programming language and VBScript as its 
main scripting language. VB.NET is used because it's the most desirable programming 
language and it is by default the programming language for ASP.NET. Apart from that, it 
is also easier to pick up and implement, as it does not require any additional software. 
(a) Active Server Pages (ASP) 
ASP, short for Active Server Pages, is a mix of HTML, scripts and ASP code that 
enables the building of dynamic and database-driven web sites ( 101 ASP Tutorials, 
2002). Microsoft describes it as "a server - side scripting environment that you can 
use to create and run dynamic, interactive, high - performance Web server 
applications." 
ASP was developed by Microsoft and its core language is based off of Microsoft' 
Visual Basic. The language ASP uses is VBScript. However, this is optional and 
developers may use other languages that they are familiar with such as Microsoft's 
Jscript, Java or C to write the codes. 
ASP allows interaction with ODBC compliant database on the web erver, uch a 
Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL Server Oracle Inf rmix or 
connections between the client and erver, th developrn nt f Ji nt serv ·r sc 'ion 
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and the access and management of databases from the client side is also possible with 
ASP. 
An Active Server Page is developed in a text file just like a HTML page. Developers 
can use any text editor to create an ASP. ASP is different from standard HTML in 
that it allows developers to tailor the information displayed on the page, based upon 
user interaction. Pages created using ASP is dynamic because it is based on two very 
important sources of data- user input in conjunction with Microsoft Active Data 
Objects (ADO) information pulled from a database. ActiveX comporu .. nts can be used 
as well in ASP pages. 
ASP is interpreted at the server instead of by the browser and this is what makes ASP 
dynamic. By taking user input, connecting to a database or whatever, ASP is 
translated on the server and outputs pure HTML. Because ASP was designed for 
Microsoft's NT servers, its default language is VBScript. However, it is good coding 
practice to always include the specified language of the code at the top of the page, so 
the server knows how to interpret it. 
ChililASP is a software product developed by ChiliSoft that facilitates A P functions 
on web servers other than Microsoft's IIS web server, such as; Netscape's NT-based 
web servers like Enterprise or FastTrack, Lotus Domino Go Webserver, or O'Reilly's 
Website. ASP can also run on a UNIX server, but the UNIX server must be running 
Chili Soft. 
(b) ASP.NET 
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common language runtime interoperability guarantees that 
the existing investment in COM-based development 1s 
preserved when migrating to ASP.NET. 
Simplicity ASP.NET makes it easy to perform common tasks, from 
simple form submission and client authentication to 
deployment and site configuration. For example, the 
ASP.NET page framework allows developers to build user 
interfaces that cleanly separate application logic from 
presentation code and to handle events in a simple, Visual 
Basic - like forms processing model. Additionally, the 
common language runtime simplifies development, with 
managed code services such as automatic reference counting 
and garbage collection. 
Manageability 
Scalability and 
Availability 
ASP.NET employs a text-based, hierarchical configuration 
system, which simplifies applying settings to the server 
environment and Web applications. Because configuration 
information is stored as plain text, new settings may be 
applied without the aid of local administration tools. This 
"zero local administration" philosophy extends to deploying 
ASP.NET Framework applications as well. An ASP.NET 
Framework application is deployed to a server simply by 
copying the necessary files to the server. No server restart is 
required, even to deploy or replace running compiled code. 
ASP.NET has been designed with scalability in mind, with 
features specifically tailored to improve performance in 
clustered and multiprocessor environments. Further, 
processes are closely monitored and managed by the 
ASP.NET runtime so that if on' mi b hav ' (leak ·, 
deadlocks) a new pr e can e created in it· plo · whi 'h 
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helps keep the application constantly available to handle 
requests. 
Customizability 
and 
Extensibility 
ASP.NET delivers a well-factored architecture that allows 
developers to "plug-in" their code at the appropriate level. In 
fact, it is possible to extend or replace any subcomponent of 
the ASP.NET runtime with custom-written components 
written by the developers themselves. Custom authentication 
or state services is also easy to implement. 
Applications are secure with built-in Windows authentication 
and per-application configuration. 
Security 
Source: What is ASP.NET. (2002). Available at: http://www.asp.net 
(c) ASP Vs ASP.NET 
ASP.NET is currently among the most popular web development technology that has 
been introduced lately in Malaysia. It incorporates several very interesting features as 
mentioned above in part (b) that makes it very attractive to developers and users 
alike. 1t definitely is an improvement over the previous Web technologies and 
therefore the author has decided to take advantage of the benefits from ASP.NET and 
has chosen to use ASP.NET as the main programming framework for the 
development of the PELITA W ANIS TNB Portal. 
(d) Extensible Markup Language {XML) 
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is the univer al format fl r tructure 
documents and data on the Web (W XML W b ite 20 0. 
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The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is descriptively identified in the XML 1.0 
W3C Recommendation as an extremely simple dialect or 'subset' of SGML the goal 
of which is to enable generic SGML to be served, received, and processed on the 
Web in the way that is now possible with HTML, for which reason XML has been 
designed for ease of implementation, and for interoperability with both SGML and 
HTML. 
XML is primarily intended to meet the requirements of large-scale Web content 
providers for industry-specific markup, vendor-neutral data exchange, media- 
independent publishing, one-on-one marketing, workflow management m 
collaborative authoring environments, and the processing of Web documents by 
intelligent clients. It is also expected to find use in certain metadata applications. 
XML is fully internationalized for both European and Asian languages, with all 
conforming processors required to support the Unicode character set in both its UTF- 
8 and UTF-16 encoding. The language is designed for the quickest possible client- 
side processing consistent with its primary purpose as an electronic publishing and 
data interchange format. 
Extensible Markup Language (XML), describes a class of data objects called XML 
documents and partially describes the behavior of computer programs which process 
them. XML is an application profile or restricted form of SGML, the tandard 
Generalized Markup Language. By construction, XML documents are conforming 
SGML documents. Valid XML documents are designed to be valid ML 
documents, but XML documents have additi nal r trictions. 
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XML documents are made up of storage units called entities, which contain either 
parsed or unparsed data. Parsed data is made up of characters, some of which form 
character data, and some of which form markup. Markup encodes a description of 
the document's storage layout and logical structure. XML provides a mechanism to 
impose constraints on the storage layout and logical structure. 
A software module called an XML processor is used to read XML documents and 
provide access to their content and structure. It is assumed that an XML processor 
is doing its work on behalf of another module, called the application 
XML was developed by an XML Working Group (originally known as the SGML 
Editorial Review Board) formed under the auspices of the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C) in 1996. It was chaired by Jon Bosak of Sun Microsystems 
with the active participation of an XML Special Interest Group (previously known 
as the SGML Working Group) also organized by the W3C. 
XML was designed to support a wide variety of applications, be compatibe with 
SGML, be straightforwardly usable over the Internet. Programs which process 
XML documents are easy to write, and the documents are human-legible and clear. 
Apart from that, XML documents are also easy to create. The design of XML is 
formal and concise. 
Source: XML: Overview. (2002, August 2). Available at: 
http://www.oasis open.org/cover/xml.html 
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4.2.4 Web Application Software 
(a) Macromedia Dreamweaver 4 
Macromedia Dreamweaver 4 provides an intuitive User Interface, visual layout tools 
and text-editing environment, which is easy to use and suitable for any level of users, 
from beginners to experts. 
Macromedia Dreamweaver 4 is a WYSIWYG design tool that automatically 
generates the HTML code for the user. The user can insert images, controls, scripts, 
applets, or hyperlinks without having to type any HTML code. However, the user has 
the option to view the HTML tags and codes that Macromedia Dreamweaver created, 
much like the Microsoft FrontPage. Therefore, users can make use of both the 
WYSIWYG design tool and the textual design tool that is provided. 
Table 4.7: The Selected Features of Macromedia Dreamweaver 4 
Features of Macro media Dreamweaver 4 
1. Code View and Split View 
2. Javascript debugger 
3. Integrated O'Reilly code reference 
4. Layout view 
5. Macromedia lash buttons and texts 
6. Asset panel - track all site media in a central location 
7. Roundtrip graphics editing 
8. Microsoft Visual SourceSafe and WebDA V Integration 
9. Site Reporting 
10. Macromedia exchange for Dreamweaver 
Source: Macromedia - Dreamweaver (200 l). Available at: 
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4.2.5 The Server and Client Requirements 
The minimum server and client requirements for the development of the portal is listed 
below: 
Table 4.8: Requirements for the Server 
Description Requirements 
Processor Intel Pentium IV 2.2GHz 
Memory 256MBRAM 
Hard disk 550MB available hard disk 
Operating System Windows 2000 Server 
Web server Internet Information Server (HS) 5.0 
Display VGA, Super VGA 
Table 4.9: Requirements for the Client 
Description Requirements 
Processor Intel Pentium 200MHz 
Memory 64MBRAM 
Hard disk 30MB available hard disk 
Operating System Windows 98 
Web server Internet Jnfonnation Server (II ) 5.0 
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4.2.6 Summary of Hardware and Software Consideration 
This subchapter summarizes the hardware, software and tools that will be used in the 
proposed PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal. The complete list of software tools and 
technologies are as follows: 
(a) Microsoft SharePoint Portal Server as the main development platform; 
(b) Microsoft Windows 2000 Server as the server platform; 
(c) Internet Information Server (IIS) 5.0 as the Web server; 
( d) Microsoft SQL Server 2000 as the database management system; 
(e) Internet Explorer 5.5 as the Web browser; 
(f) ASP as the main programming framework 
(g) Hypertext Markup Language (HfMl.) as the Markup language; 
(h) VBScript and JavaScript as the scripting language; 
(i) Macromedia Dreamweaver as the Web application software; and 
U) Microsoft Word 2000 as the word processor (for documentation purposes). 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM DESIGN 
This chapter presents the system design for the PELIT AW AN1S TNB Portal. Among the 
topics included are the system architecture, database design, program design, user 
interface design and the expected outcome. 
System design is an integral part of developing any piece of application or software, and 
of course the PELITAWANIS TNB Portal is no exception. The elicited requirements 
from the literature review and fact-finding techniques are translated into the system 
characteristics to fulfill the user and the system requirements. This process is a structured 
yet creative one, involving the transformation of problems into a solution that includes a 
complete description of the functions and interactions involved. Even though the system 
design only describes the appearance and functionality of the proposed system, it is the 
key factor in determining the level of success and acceptance of the overal I project. 
Fundamental1y, designing a system refers to the process of identifying a set of 
components and inter-components that satisfies a specified set of requirements. There are 
various ways to design a system, and the choice of which approach to use depends on the 
preference and experience of the developer. System design usually involves s me kind of 
decomposition, a process that starts at the high-level depiction of the system's key 
elements and then creating lower level representations on how the system's feature and 
functions will fit together. 
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The process of designing a particular system is an iterative one, with the developer 
moving back and forth between activities such as understanding the requirements, 
proposing possible solutions, testing aspects of a solution for feasibility, presenting 
possibilities to the users, and documenting the design. Therefore, the chosen development 
model (waterfall with prototyping) rs well suited to the proposed system because of the 
nature of the design process, which requires the developer to proceed step-by-step, but 
with reviews and checks done regularly via prototyping. 
5.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The choice of system architecture will affect all aspects of software design and 
engineering of a development project. Any inappropriate or flawed architectural design 
could result in an increase of development cost, poor response time, intricate future 
flexibility and thorny maintenance of the application (Gallaugher, 1995). 
The P LIT A WANIS TNB Portal architecture is developed based on the client/server 
approach. The client/server architecture is defined as a computational architecture that 
involves client processes requesting service from server processes (Client/Server. .. , 
1998). Servers are powerful computers or processes dedicated to managing disk drives 
(file servers), printers (print servers), or network traffic (network servers). Clients are 
personal computers or workstations on which users run applicati n . lient rely n 
servers for resources, such as files, devices, and even processing power. 
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5.1.1 The Three-tier Client/Server Architecture 
The author has chosen to adopt the three-tier client/server architecture. This type of 
architecture introduces an additional server or agent between the client and the server. 
The role of agent is diverse, ranging from translation services as in adapting a legacy 
application on a mainframe to a client/server environment, metering services as in acting 
as a transaction monitor to limit the number of simultaneous requests to a given server, to 
intelligent agent services as in mappino a request to a number of different servers, 
collating the results, and returning a single response to the client (Client/Server. .. , 1998). 
This architecture comprises three well-defined layers with each performing distinct 
processes: 
(a) The first tier is the Client. The Internet browser provides the user interface to 
obtain inputs from users and to display outputs. 
(b) The middle tier runs on a server and is often called the Application Server. This is 
where the functional modules actually process the data. 
( c) The third tier runs on a second server called the Database Server. A database 
management system (DBMS) resides in the server and stores the data required by 
the middle tier. 
5.1.2 Advantages of Three-tier Client/Server Architecture 
A two-tier architecture is where a client talks directly to a server, with no intervening 
server. This is typically used in small environments with less than 50 oncurrcnt u scr . 
The approach of prototyping an ap Iication in the tv -tier envir run nt and th ·n 'Calin, 
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it up by simply adding more users to the server will usually result in an ineffective 
system. In order to avoid the servers from being overwhelmed and to properly scale to 
hundreds or thousands of users, the three-tier architecture needs to be implemented. 
The three-tier architecture has many advantages over traditional two-tier or single tier 
designs. The main advantages includes the foJlowing: 
(a) Added modularity makes it easier to modify or replace one tier without affecting 
the other tiers; 
(b) Separating the application functions from the database functions makes it easier to 
implement load balancing; 
( c) Increases performance and security for large number of users; and 
( d) Improves openness, flexibility, maintainability, reusability, and scalability while 
hiding the complexity of distributed processing from the user. 
Three Tiers 
US"-tr 9y:;tan ~ 
~ MarlQ(ICIDU.t 
Figure 5.1: The Three-Tier Client/Server Architecture 
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5.2 DATABASE DESIGN 
Database is a crucial component of the information portal, and it is essential to design a 
database carefully to ensure its functionality and maintainability. Some of the key aspects 
of data storage are: 
(a) Data availability- ensure data is available when needed 
(b) Data integrity - ensure accuracy and consistency of data 
( c) Efficient data storage 
( d) Efficient data updating and retrieval 
( e) Purposeful data retrieval - information retrieved must be in a useful form to assist 
users 
The heart of any database is the Database Management System (DBMS), which allows 
data creation, modification, retrieval, and generation of reports. The implemented 
database is based on the relational database approach. A relational database stores all its 
data in tables. All operations on data are done on the tables or produce another table as 
the result. Relational databases should be designed through data normalization (Post, 
1999). 
5.2.1 Active Directory Domain 
Active Directory, which is an essential component of the Windows 2000 architecture, 
presents organizations with a directory service designed for distributed computing 
environments. Active Directory allows organizations to centrally manage and hare 
information on network resources and users while acting as the entral auth rity f r 
network security. In addition to pro iding mpr hen ive dire tory iervi ·e · to u 
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Windows environment, Active Directory is designed to be a consolidation point for 
isolating, migrating, centrally managing, and reducing the number of directories that 
companies require (Active Directory, 2001 ). 
11'll3ll-Internal 
, .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
To~~ adde·a in future . 
HR Table-Existing in 
PPS TNBG . 
Personalization 
-: 
TNBJ-In tern al 
Jana Manjung 
, .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
TNBG-lnternal (Existing AD Structure) 
• .• . . • . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 
\ ~ 
'·················~ 
Prai Power Station 
\ 
Gelugor PS 
Tunku J aafar PS 
Serdang PS 
\ 
........ To be added in future 
Figure 5.2: Active Directory Domain for TNBG and its related domains 
The diagram above depicts the relationship between the Active Directory domains for 
TNBG in Peninsular Malaysia. The main domain for the proposed pr ject i the TN 
Internal domain. 
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The power stations currently joining this domain are the Headquarters (Bangsar), Prai 
Power Station, Gelugor Power Station, Tunku Jaafar Power Station (Port Dickson), 
Serdang Power Station. Other power stations will be joining this Domain in future. 
TNBH and TNBJ will be joining TNBG Forest in future since both subsidiaries are also 
listed under Generation Division in TNB new Organizational Structure. The Active 
Directory contains information regarding all the users in a particular domain. User ID and 
password is provided to each user who is given authentication to access the system. 
For the Company Information Portal, the users will be authenticated by Windows 2000 
Domain, Web Portal will be linked with Active Directory and thus the Web Portal need 
not authenticate users again. Permission will be set in the Web Portal for the 
authenticated users. When the users log in to the Windows 2000 platform, they will 
automatically be given access to the portal if the permission is al.lowed. The system will 
be able to identify the user by getting information from existing HR table in PPS (Prai 
Power Station), TNBG that join with the current login User ID. The join table is known 
as "Pcrsonalizaticn Table" as it will store the preferences and profile for the login user. 
5.2.2 Entity-Relationship Diagram 
An entity-relationship diagram is a data modeling technique that creates a graphical 
representation of the entities, and the relationships between entities, within an 
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information system. It also defines the proper system boundaries and shows the 
relationship between the inter-connected tables in the database. 
Portal 
Administrator 
User 
Video 
Information 
Audio Image Web 
document 
Figure 5.3: The Entity-Relationship Diagram of the Proposed P IT AW ANIS TNB 
Portal 
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5.2.3 Data Dictionary 
The database of the PELITA W ANIS TNB Portal consists of two main tables, namely the 
MemberList Table and the Administrator Table. The '*' symbol indicates the primary 
key for the table. The data dictionary of these tables are shown below: 
The following table stores information of members of the PELIT AW ANJS TNB 
Organization (users of the PELITAWANIS TNB Portal). 
Table 5.1: The Member Table Definition 
Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
*Member ID int 5 The unique identifier assigned 
to the data element 
FirstName varchar 30 Member's first name 
LastName varchar 30 Member's last name 
Staff no char 5 Member's staff number (or 
husband's staff number - for 
members who are wives of 
staff ofTNB) 
Race varchar 10 Member's race 
BirthDay char 2 Member's day of birth 
BirthMonth varchar 9 Member's month of birth 
Birth Year char 4 Member's year of birth 
Address varchar 100 Member's address 
Contact no char 11 Member's contact number 
LastLogin datetime 8 Member's last login 
Email varchar 25 Member's e-mail address 
Password varchar 16 Member's password 
The following table stores information of sy tem adrnini trator . 
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Table 5.2: The Administrator Table Definition 
Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
*A ID int 5 The unique identifier assigned 
to the data element 
A_login varchar 15 Administrator's login name 
A_password varchar 15 Administrator's password 
A name varchar 30 Administrator's name 
A staffno char 5 Administrator's staff number 
Status char I Administrator's access level 
Last_logged datetime 8 Administrator's last login 
Last_ updated datetime 8 Date and time information 
updated 
5.3 PROGRAM DESIGN 
Program design requires the author to visualize the system data tlow by means of 
understanding the information requirement of users. The author uses the conceptual 
freedom afforded by structure charts and data flow diagrams to illustrate the data flow. 
5.3.1 tructure Chart 
The structure chart is a type of tree diagram that depicts the main modules of the 
PELITAWANIS TNB Portal. These modules are factored into more detailed sub- 
modules using the top-down approach. The project's structure chart is derived from the 
comprehensive and analytical study of how the system modules flow. 
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5.3.2 Data Flow Diagram 
Data Flow Diagram (DID) is a graphical representation of a system that illustrates the 
data flows through interconnected processes (Kendall & Kendall, 1999). The DFD 
approach emphasizes on the logic underlying the system by using combinations of only 
four symbols. DID is envisioned to be a natural way of providing solid system 
documentation. The author has drawn three types of diagrams (context diagram, diagram 
0, child diagram). 
There are guidelines and steps to follow when developing Data Flow Diagrams. The first 
step is to analyze the business activities to determine the external entities, data flows, 
processes and data flows (Developing Data Flow Diagrams, 2002). Next, the context 
diagram is created, which presents an overview of the entire system in its most basic 
form. After that, the Diagram 0 is drawn. Up to nine processes may be shown here, and 
the processes are numbered. Then, a Child Diagram is created for each of the processes in 
Diagram 0. Child Diagrams obey the "vertical balancing" rule - that is, it cannot produce 
output or receive input unless the parent does. 
After all the diagrams are drawn, it is important to check for errors. Common errors made 
by developers include forgetting a data flow, having an arrow pointing in the wrong 
direction, connecting data stores and entities directly, incorrect labeling, having more 
than nine processes, omitting data flow, and creating unbalanced decomposition. The 
process and data flow names must also be reviewed. 
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Table 5.3: The Descriptions of the Conventions Used in Data Flow Diagrams 
Symbols Description 
\ 
Meaning 
Entity 
Flow of data 
Process 
Data Store 
• Used to depict an external entity that 
can send data to or receive data from 
the system. 
• Also known as source or destination of 
data and considered beyond the 
boundaries of the system. 
• Used to represent the flow of data or 
information from one point to another. 
• Arrow describes the directions of the 
flow, with the arrowhead pointing to 
the data's destination. 
• Each data flow is labeled with the 
details of the data. 
• Used to show occurrences of a 
transforming process. Processes 
always denote a change in data within 
the system. 
• The symbol consists of two sections: 
(a) The top section is the unique identifier 
indicating its level, and 
(b) The lower section contains the 
description of the process. 
• Used to represent data store and holds 
data for a given time within the 
system. 
• The symbol consists of two sections: 
(a) Identifier reference number, and 
(b) escription f the data stored. 
12 
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(a) Context Diagram 
A context diagram is a straightforward representation of the entire system in a very 
common state. It is an overview, which includes basic inputs, the general system, and 
the outputs (Figure 5.4). It consists of a single process that is numbered 'O' and does 
not include any data stores. 
Administrator 
... 
User/ Member 
Generate reports Retrieve information 
PELIT AW ANlS 
TNB portal 
User Feedback 
View member list 
.. 
0 Search/View 
Information 
Update information 
... 
Update member list 
Figure 5.5: The Context Diagram for the PELITAW ANIS TNB Portal 
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(b) Diagram 0 
Diagram O is the detailed description or explosion of the context diagram. It shows all 
the major processes, data movement and data stores at the highest level of detail. 
Figure 5.6 illustrates the Diagram 0 of the proposed PELITAW ANIS TNB Portal. 
Member 
searching 
3 
Search and 
Retrieval 
Authentication 
login 
Administrator 
New 
Member 
retrieve 
and display 
Add, modify, 
delele 
member 
only Dl Member Master 
2 
Online 
Registration 
data 
mining 
4 
D2 PELIT AW ANIS 
Master 
i Report 
administrator only 
5 
Data 
Manipulation 
Administrator 
Adrnini rrator 
Ma ter 
usemame and password --.....J D 
·igure 5.6: The Diagram 0 of the Prop ed P lTAWANl TN I ortal 
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( c) Child Diagram 
A Child Diagram is a further detailed represen1ation of sub-processes originating 
from the higher level of processes in Diagram 0. Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 illustrates 
the Child Diagrams for the online registration, and the search function in the proposed 
PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal. 
2.1 
D2 PELIT AW ANIS 
Master Generate 
Membership 
Application 
Form 
Users views 
application form 
New Member 
(Applicant) 
Storing new 
member data 
Applicant keys in 
data into form . ... 
System sends 
application 
notification to 
administrator Administrator ... 
/' 
2.4 
Completed form 
processed and 
displayed to user 
enerate 
notification to 
Administrator 
, . 
Send confirmation 
notice to aoolimnt 
.... New Member 
(Applicant) 
2.5 
Generate 
Confirmation 
of Application -, 
Figure 5.7: The Child Diagram of the Online Registrati n Functi n 
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Figure 5.8: The Child Diagram for the Search and Retrieval Modules 
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5.4 USER INTERFACE DESIGN 
User interface is defined as methods and devices that are used to accommodate 
interaction between machines and the users (Some Background ... , 2001 ). The two 
fundamental tasks of user interfaces are to communicate information from the machine to 
the user, and to communicate information from the user back to the machine. 
The user interface is a vital component of the system. For most users, the interface is the 
system (Kendall & Kendall, 1999). As it should be, a well-designed user interface can set 
an overall view or perception of the system. In addition, an excellent user interface can 
increase the performance and also provides a positive environment for the users. The 
author has identified some key aspects in designing the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal. 
They are as listed below: 
(a) ffectiveness - design interfaces that allow users to access the system in a way 
that is congruent with their individual needs. 
b) fficiency- interfaces that increases the speed of data entry and reduce errors. 
(c) User consideration - design of suitable interfaces and by providing appropriate 
feedback to u .ers from the system. 
(d) Productivity - measured by ergonomically sound principles of design for user 
interfaces and workspaces. 
The author has also applied the Fitts Law in the P LITA WAN! TN I ortal user 
interface. Fitts' Law is one of the m dels and the rie f Human- inputer lntera tion 
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(HCI). It states that the time to acquire a target is a function of the proximity and size of 
the target (Fitts' Law ... , 2001). The user interface is designed with two main 
components: presentation language, which is the computer-to-human part of the 
transaction, and action language, which characterizes the human-to-computer portion. 
There are several types of user interface. Some are text-based and some are graphic- 
based. The author has chosen to implement the Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the 
PELITA W ANIS TNB Portal. Computer researchers at the Palo Alto Research Center 
first developed the GUI. There are two main reasons for choosing this type of interface. 
Firstly, communication of information to users using graphics is much more effective and 
user-friendly as compared to using text alone. The other reason is, by using GUI, the 
author can present a finite number of options to the users rather than requiring the users 
to memorize or manually enter commands from a virtually limitless set of options. This 
will help the system to focus on meeting the needs of the users, and the users will be able 
to use the system with ease. This will significantly reduce the necessary training needed 
to familiarize users with the system, and uninitiated users are able to make use of the 
system almost immediately. GUI allows direct manipulation of the graphical 
representation on the screen, which can be accomplished with keyboard input or a mouse. 
However, this type of direct manipulation requires more system sophistication. Figure 5.8 
illustrates some of the proposed user interface designs of the PELIT AW ANIS TNB 
Portal. 
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Figure 5.9: The User Interface Draft 
5.5 EXPECTED OUTCOME 
The author's key target is to realize the project goals and objectives. The end product of 
this project is the dedicated PELIT AW ANIS TNB Portal. This project is focused to meet 
the needs of the PELIT AW ANIS TNB Organization members and the management of 
TNB. 
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CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
System implementation is the material realization of the system development. The 
conceptual and technical designs from the system analysis phase are interpreted as well 
as modeled to become the physical working system itself. 
The following subchapters will explain the development environment as well as the 
development of the system itself, some system coding and the coding style applied in the 
Pelitawanis TNB Portal. The physical development environment is divided into two 
parts, the hardware and software components. As for the development of the Pelitawanis 
TNB Portal, it consists of two individual components, namely the database development 
and the prototype development. The system coding is described according to modules. 
The final subchapter highlights some of the good programming practices applied 
throughout the Pelitawanis TNB Portal system development. 
6.1 DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 
Development environment has a momentous influence on the development of a system. 
ystem development can be paced up significantly by utilizing the appropriate hardware 
and software. The following sections discuss the hardware and software tools used to 
develop and document the Pelitawanis TNB Portal System. 
I 2 
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6.1.1 Hardware in the Development Environment 
The hardware configured for the development environment is the element of the whole 
system. The hardware used in the system implementation phase plays an important role in 
realizing the final system architecture. 
The hardware configuration of the development environment is listed as follows: 
(a) Processor - At least Intel Pentium III (733 Ml-Iz) 
(b) Memory-At least 128MB RAM 
(c) Hard Disk Space -Available 10.0GB 
( d) Other standard PC compliant requirements 
For SharePoint Portal Server, the requirements are as follows: 
(a) At least Intel Pentium III 
(b) At least 256MB RAM I 512MB RAM when server is used exclusively for 
searching 
(c) Available 160MB of hard disk space on which Operating System is installed 
( d) At least 60MB of available disk space on the drive on which the program files are 
installed 
6.1.2 Software in the Development Environment 
Hardware and software form a tightly coupled cohesion that operates in uruson to 
perform programmed tasks. Without software the fastest, biggest r the most powerful 
computer will also be inoperative and useless. 
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The software tools utilized in the development environment are listed as follov : 
(a) Operating System - Microsoft Windows 2000 erver P2 (Mi r ft Wind \ 
2000 2.00.2195 Service Pack 2) 
(b) Web Server - Microsoft Internet lnformation Service (ITS) 5.0 
( c) Database Management System - Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
(d) Web Development Tool - Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
(e) Coding Languages: 
User Interface - Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Cascaded Style 
Sheet (CSS) 
Server Side Scripting - Active Server Pages (A P), Visual Basic Scripts 
(VBScript) 
Client Side Scripting - JavaScript 
(f) Graphics Creation -Macromedia ·la h MX, Adobe Photosh p 6.0 
(g) Web Browser- Microsoft Internet xplorer 6.0 
(h) Documentation - Microsoft Word 2000 
Table 6. 1: Summary of the Prototype Development 
Software Usage 
Main d .lopm ·nt platf rm 
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Microsoft Internet Web Server Platform Executing server idc 
Active Server Pa 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0 csigning 
lnfonnation System 5.0 
Interface 
Executing cli 
Hypertext Markup 
coding 
Visualization csign 
Microsoft Internet Explorer Previewing 
6.0 Evaluating Prototype 
6.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SY TEM 
6.2.l Database Development 
The system database is created in Microsoft SQL Server 2000, which is the Database 
Management System (DBMS). Many of the administrative tasks performed with SQ 
Server are accomplished using the Enterprise Manager. This tool is used to create the 
system databa e and all of the ass elated bjcct uch as ta le , view , diagrams and 
others. Maintenance tasks, which consist of backing up and restoring the database, are 
also done using the nterpris Manager. 
The nterprise Manager tool is u ed to create the system data e named pelitawani . All 
the tables in the databa e are reared by specifying all the field fi r each ta le and the 
field's property. Relationshi s between the ta le are c ta Ii hcd a er the tabl ar 
created to enforce referential integrity. Referential int grity is an imp rtant n traint n 
a relationship that ensures con istency between related ta le . Figure . I di play the 
pelitawani databa e table in Enterpri se Mana r he v n n the n t J ti c . 
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Figure 6.1: The Pelitawanis Database Table isplayed in nterpri e Manager 
6.2.2 Prototype Development 
The prototype development is the construction of the system utilizing the nece ry 
means to achieve the proposed specification. The Pelitawanis TN Portal mainly consists 
of Active Server Pages (ASP). ASP has become the established way t build dynamic 
Web pages and Web-based application on Wind w erver platfi rm. • igure .2 
depicts the Code View ofMacromeclia reamweaver MX (refer t then t page). 
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Figure 6.2: The Macromedia Dreamweaver MX · eveloprnent nvironment 
6.3 SYSTEM CODING 
System coding is referred as converting the pri r ystern de ign into a w rking an 
functional system. This mainly c mpri e f oftware pr grarnrning and preliminary 
testing of the prototype mod I. Pr gramming i the pr ce f tran f rming the tructure 
charts, logical and phy ical data fl w diagram a well a interface d ign int a 
working prototype model. uring this tran ti rmation th in and t ·:ting h uld 
occur in parallel (Jessup & Valacich l ). he testing rf rmed in this pha e i the 
developmental testing. he programmer r the auth r 
carrying ut hi reliminary t estin that f cu e tne ·, of individual m dulc 
and the int grati n f multiple m dulc f th rot 
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6.3.l Coding approach 
The coiling approach applied in the system development i the modular de ·J pm nt v ith 
bottom-up approach. The fundamental idea of thi appr ach in br kin th 
programming into well-defined, logical and manage blc m dulc ( ndall K n 11 
1999). This is to avoid the chaos of attempting to build a y t m up all at n e. This 
particular approach develops working and functional sub modules before proceeding 
towards the integration of larger modules. This will continue to progress upward likewise 
until the overall system is modeled. The author has taken significant considerations and 
preventative measures towards the coding approach as well as to ensure the overall 
project objectives are best attained. 
6.3.2 Administration Module odin 1 
The Administration module is used by the ystem administrators t I gin int the 
administration menu to perf rm the updating, addition and deleti n of in rmati n fr m 
the portal. The administrator have acces t the member Ii t as well as ther informati n 
found on the portal. Table 6.2 Ii ts the file ti r the Administration m dule. Figure .3 
depicts a sample coding ti r the Admini trati n M dule pica e refer t th next page . 
Table 6.2: The i t f File reared ti r the Admini trati n M dul • 
add admin.asp newl 
admin_formnew.asp l g ut_adm.a p 
changepw.asp pw_ch ngc.a p 
confirm.asp 
err r.asp 
nev _udmin.n 
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<!-#INCLUDE FILE ="iacludes/connectionl.asp"-> 
Set rsValid = objConn. xecute(str qi) 
l rsValid.EOF H N 
'user does not exi t 
Respon e. edirect 
"error.aspjpath=" erver.URL ncode(lastPath) 1-"&e " erv ·r. R nc d "In a lid ·r ID 
Or Password I") 
ELSE 
<% 
FUNCTION fixQuotes ( theString) 
fixQuotes =REPLACE (theString, "'", """) 
END FUNCTION 
FUNCTION eacryptPwd(pass) 
lengthPass = Len(pass) 
FOR i = 1 to lengthPass 
tkn = Mid(pass, i, 1) 
encryptPwd = encryptPwd + br(Asc{tkn)+l22) 
NEXT 
END FUNCTION 
UserID = Request.Form("UserID") 
password= Request. F orm("Password ") 
enpw= encryptPwd(Password) 
'pass back to previous page 
lastPath = Request.ServerVariables("HlTP _REFERER") 
'check for empty loginID or password 
IF UserID ='"'OR Password="" THEN 
Response. Redirect 
"error.asp'ipath=" Server.UR ncode(Ja tPath) 
or Password! Contact System Administrator If You 
END IF 
erver. R nc de("lnvalid 
ee us rror Page Again.") 
'check for different levels 
strSql ="SELECT* FROM tblAdmin WHERE erl ='" Userl "' AND Password=" 
fixQuotes (enpw) +'"" 
'user exi t 
%> 
<!- #[NCLUDE FILE="se ion.asp" --> 
<% 
Re p nse.R direct "nev de tinati n_ndnu p" 
ENDfF 
o/c 
ure ·. : The in ' r r valid. a 't in the A lministt ui m M lul 
gin r 
13 
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6.3.3 Member List and Update Module Coding 
The Member List and Update module is the module that all w the m nipulati u f 
member data in the Pelitawanis TNB Portal. "able 6.3 lists the file er tcd b th uth 
for the Member List and Update module. 
Table 6.3: The List of Files Created for the Member List and Update M dule 
error.asp 
mem berf orm. asp 
memberlist.asp 
newdestinati n_adm.asp 
update_ entry.asp 
update_ form.asp 
update _select.asp 
add _to_ memberlist.asp 
confirm.asp 
delete_ entry.asp 
delete_ form.asp 
delete_ select.asp 
Figure 6.4 depicts a sample coding for the Member List and Update Module. 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="indc .cs "> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<% 
'Option xplicit 
'Dimension variables 
im rsMember ist 'Holds the re ordset for the rec rd in the data a c 
Dim strSQL 'Hold the query t query the data a c 
'Create an ADO recordset object 
Set rsMemberList = ervcr. reatc ~ ct(" A B.R ore! ct" 
'remember to write code to di play mem er type al I 
'Initialise the strS L variable with an rat nnent t qu the dntubu ·c with 
strSQL=" EL •FR Mt IM m er;" 
01 
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<p class="maintext" align="center">Below is the list of regi tered morn e 
update. <Jp> 
<table border=" l" align="center"> 
<tr> 
<td class="admin">No Pekerja&nb p;&nb ;&nb p;</t.d 
<td class="admin">Membership&nbsp;&nb p;&nb p;</td> 
<td class="admin">Name&nbsp;&nb p;&nb p;</td> 
</tr> 
<% 
'Loop through the recordset 
Do Whjle not rsMemberList.EOF 
'Write the HTML to display the contents of the recordsct 
%> 
<tr> 
<td class="admintxt"><o/o Response.Write (rsMemberList("NoP kerja")) %><ltd> 
<td class="admintxt"><o/o Response.Write (rsMemberList("MemberType")) %></td> 
<td class="admintxt"><o/o Response.Write (rsMemberList("Title")) & "" o/c» 
<%Response.Write (rsMemberList("FirstName")) & "" o/c» 
<%Response. Write (rsMemberList("LastName")) & " " o/c» 
<ltd> 
</tr> 
<% 
'Move to the next record in the records t 
rsMemberList.MoveNext 
Loop 
'Reset server variables 
rsMember ist, lo e 
Set rsMemberList =Nothing 
Set objConn = Nothing 
o/c» 
</tabl 
<br> 
<b 
<center><a hre -"de tinati n_adm.a p" eta -"admin"> • kt admini trut r po 1 /u I enter> 
</BODY> 
</HTM 
Figure 6.4: The ding fi r mem rli t.a p in the Member i 't and plot· M dul 
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6.3.4 User Feedback Modale Coding 
The User Feedback module is the module that allows u ers to gi 1,; th ir mm nt: 
regarding the portal and also view what other users have t ay about it. 
the files created by the author for the User ecdback m dulc nd igur 
sample coding for the User Feedback Module. 
Table 6.4: The List of Files Created for the User Feedback Module 
addfeedback.asp userfeedback. asp 
userfeedbacklist.asp 
'Add a new record to the recordset 
r AddFeedback.Fields("Namc") =Re uc t.Fonn("name'') 
rsAddFeedback.Fields("Email") = Reque t.Fonn("email") 
rsAddFeedback.Field (" ornrnent ") = Rcque t.F m1("c mrncnt " 
<!--#INCLUDE file="includes/connection l .asp?»> 
<% 
Dim rsAddFeedback 'Holds the recordset for the record in the database 
Dim strSQL 'Holds the S query to query the databa e 
'Create an ADO recordset object 
Set rsAddFeedback =Server. reate bject(" AD .Re rdsct") 
'Initialise the strS variable with an SQL tatemcnt t query the databa c with 
strSQL ="SELECT* FROM tblUser;" 
'Open the recordset with the SQL query 
rsAddFeedback.Open strSQL, obj nn, 3, 2 
'Tell the recordset we are adding a new record to it 
rsAddF eedback. AddNew 
'Write the updated recordsct to the databa 
rsAddFeedback. Update 
'Reset server variables 
rsAdd.Feedback. Close 
Set rsAddFeedback == N thin> 
Set obj onn =Nothing 
R n .Redirect "f d a kli t.t p'' 
o/c 
he 
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6.3.5 Edit Information Module 
The Edit Information Module handles all the updating or editin of inf rm ti n · un n 
the portal. Administrators can put up the latest information regarding the 
the portal will always be kept up-to-date. able 6.5 shows the li t f ile creat fi r the 
Edit Information module while Figure 6.6 show the sample coding for the module. 
Table 6.5: The List of Files Created for the dit Information Module 
confirm.asp 
editactv.asp 
edi tbackgrd. asp 
editcontact.asp 
editinfo.asp 
editjoin.asp 
editrnain.asp 
editmbri.asp 
editmbrl.asp 
editorgchart.asp 
editphoto.asp 
edituserfbk.asp 
error.a p 
updateinfo_entry.a p 
updateinfo _form.asp 
. with 
<!--#INCLUDE file="includes/connecti n 1.a p"--> 
<% 
'Dimension variables 
Dim r Update ntry 'Hold the record et r the record in the database 
Dim str 'Holds the query to query tho datab 
' im JngRcc rdN 'Hold the re rd number t be updated 
'Read in the record number to be updated 
'lngRccordNo = ng(Request.Qu ry trin "l " ) 
lnfolD = Request Fonn("lnfolD") 
'Create an AD recordset object 
Set rsUpdateEntry = erver. r ate bjcct(" A B.R rd et" 
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'Return to the update select page in case another record needs updating 
Response.Redirect "confinn.asp?path=editinfo.asp&m g=" erver.URL ncode 
("The page has been successfully updated I") 
o/e» 
'Set the lock type so that the record is locked by ADO when it is updated 
rsUpdateEntry.LockType = 3 
'Open the recordset with the SQL query 
rsUpdateEntry.Open strSQL, objConn 
'Update the record in the recordset 
rsUpdateEntry.Fields("Title") = Reque t. onn("title") 
rsUpdateEntry.Fields("Description") = Request.Form("descripti n") 
rsUpdateEntry.Fields("Info") = Request.Fonn("info") 
'Write the updated recordset to the database 
rsUpdateEntry. Update 
'Reset server variables 
rsUpdateEntry. Close 
set rsUpdateEntry =Nothing 
Set objConn =Nothing 
Figure 6.6: he Coding for updatcinf _entry. p 
6.4 CODING TYLE 
Good coding practices are applied in the Pelitawanis TNB Portal y tern pr gramming. 
Areas of f cus include system c n i tency, rnaintaina ility, and rcada ility. he u e 
of these techniques is to make the programming much tearer, m r und r tandable, 
more dcbuggable, and more maintainable. The f 11 wing u chapter will cla rate in 
further details me f the im rtant c ding tyle implemented in the y tern 
development. 
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6.4.1 Include Script Files 
The Include Script files are used to insert contents into A P page . hi i u ful ' h en 
section of hypertext markup language or other codes need to be in enc r in tu d in 
the pages numerous times. The include in tructi n syntax is shown below: 
<! -- #include file= "the source of the Include cript fl/ '' --> 
Moreover, this means that any updates to the Include Script file will automatically be 
reflected in every page that uses that specific file. This eases the tedious work of updating 
all the affected ASP pages when changes need to be done. 
6.4.2 Formatting and Indenting Code 
Formatting and indenting codes is constantly a ciated with good c ding practice . A 
code that is written without proper formatting or indenting will function or work as well 
as a formatted code. However, this can make it exceptionally difficult to see where and 
error is coming from and thus makes the task f troubleshooting and debugging much 
more difficult to perform. The maintenance of the c de will also pre ent a challenge 
when a change or adjustment occur . 
Indentation principally makes the structure of the code tand ut and a icr to read. hi 
eventually will help in detecting and removing c mm n pr gramming err r . A 
convention for the indent ding. 
• l ind .ntuti n. I\ sampl · of u Ion itt .d 
. 7 pl • r l ·r t th n • t I u ' ). 
The Tab key 
and indents d 
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End lf 
Public Sub SaveToDatabase(ByRef oField) 
If LenB(FileData) = 0 Then xit ub 
If isObject(oField) Then 
oField.Append hunk ilcData 
End Sub 
Figure 6.7: A Sample of Formatted and Indented ode 
6.4.3 Commenting Codes 
Comments are not part of the program code and it does not command any program 
executions. Comments usually will slow down page execution because the script 
interpreter has to read and then skip the comment lines each time it comes aero a 
comment. Despite this shortcoming, comments are still applied as a part of common 
practice in documenting the system's coding. Thi i t help the author understand what 
and why the coding was written, especially when returning to it after a long time. This 
also makes it ea ier for other people especially collaborating programmers to understand 
the coding. 
Comments are included bef re each block f c de describing it purpo c. mment 
must also be included f r any line f c de f the meaning f the de might pre nt me 
ambiguity to someone. F r Active erv r age the ingle qu tati n mark i used a the 
prefix of a comment. Figure 6.8 how the c mment in ert d in the art of the y t m 
coding pleas refer to the ne: t pa c). 
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rsMemberList. en strS L obif'onn 
'Dimension variables 
Dim rsMemberList 'Holds the recordset for the records in the datab e 
Dim strSQL 'Holds the SQL query to query the database 
'Create an A.DO record.set object 
Set rsMemberList = Server.CreateObject(" ADOD .Rccordsct") 
'Initialise the strSQL variable with an S L statement to query the darab e with 
strSQL = "SELECT * FROM tblMember;" 
Figure 6.8: A Sample of Comments with Matching Codes 
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CHAPTER 7: SYSTEM TESTING AND EVALUATION 
7 .1 SYSTEM TESTING 
System testing is one of the key quality contr I and assurance m ure perf rm m 
different levels throughout the system development. csting i primarily carri d ut t 
ensure that programs are executed accurately and confined to the r quir m nts specified. 
It is meant to detect heretofore-unknown problems and not to demonstrate the perfection 
of the system itself. 
The objectives of system testing are as follows: 
(a) Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding an error. 
(b) An effective test case is one that contains unexpected testing record sets with a 
high probability of finding and det cting an -yct-undiscovcrcd error during the 
program design and deveh pment phase . 
(c) A successful test is one that c nstantly pr vides new challenge t it 
programmers over time. 
Testing involve perati n f th y tern under c ntr lied c nditi · n an , e luating ihe 
results. These controlled conditi n hould include b th normal and a n rrnal c nditi n . 
Testing is oriented with detecti n appr ach wh reby intenti nnl attempt arc t en t 
make things go wrong to determine if thing happen when they h uld n t or thing 
not happen v h n th y hould. 
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7.2 STAGES OF TESTING 
The testing process is implemented throughout the development of th lit ' nis 
Portal. It is implemented in stages as the y tern itscl is compo cd f m he 
testing is composed of three distinct stages, namely Unit c ting, Integrati n T ting and 
System Testing. Figure 7.1 depicts the flow of the stages in testing. 
Unit Testing 
Component code 
Unit Testing 
System 
Testing 
Integration Testing 
Function Testing 
Performance Testing 
Acceptance Te tin 
ur 7. 1: h · Fl w f T tin l tu · 
Unit Testing 
1nt grated m dules 
unctioning system 
V rified and 
validat d yst m 
Ac epted tern 
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7.2.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing is the most micro scale testing where ba ic te arc; 
component level to test particular functions or c de module . rri ed ut 
by the programmer and not by testers, as it require detailed kn wled e th internal 
program design and code. The author of this rep rt ha c nduct d the unit t sting at the 
initial completion stage of each module. 
The main objective of unit testing is to identify and eliminate both execution and logic 
errors. Execution error can cause the program to abnormally terminate while logic error is 
related to the accuracy and completeness of the proce sing. ach and every m dule is 
tested independently to ensure that it performs accurately to the documented 
specifications and contains clearly dcfin d input and exp ct d result . he e t ting can 
be conducted in parallel for multiple m dule , as it has n inherent r lation with each 
other at this beginning stage. 
The procedures for conducting unit testing are a foll w : 
1. Manually examine the c de t p t alg rithm, data and yntax err r . 
2. Compare the code with the defined pecifi ati n and the 
3. Compile the code and eliminate remaining ynta: fault . 
Develop test case to sh w that the input i nv .rted l the 
de ired output. 
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Administration Module- General 
Table 7.1: Unit Testing of the Administration Module - eneral 
No Test Procedure Output/Error Analysis of t R ult 
elution 
l Checking the display of the No error All information and hyperlinks 
Administration Menu page arc displayed and working 
correctly 
2 Checking the display of the aJJ No error All information and hyperlinks 
other Administration pages are displayed and working 
correctly 
Administration Module - Login 
Table 7.2: Unit Testing of the Administration Module - Login 
No Test Procedure Analy i of Te t Result 
and Solution 
l and Checking the display of No error 
Administration Login page 
2 Logging in administrator by The 
entering valid U emarne and page i di played 
Password 
3 nding Logging in administrator by 
entering invalid or blank me age i · di splayed 
Usemame and Pas w rd 
4 The Wl Logging out administrat r 
All 
hyperlinks are displayed 
and working correctly 
n ogin 
c rrectly 
v rking 
ogin Po re is di lay d ucces full lo ied ut 
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Administration Module - Add New Administrator 
Table 7.3: Unit Testing of the Administration Module - Add New Admini tr t r 
No Test Procedure Output/Error Analy i .t 
esult an luti n 
1 Checking the display of the No error All inf rmation and 
Add New Administrator page hyperlinks are 
displayed and working 
correctly 
2 Adding new administrator by The confirmation Administrator IS 
entering new Usemame and (registration successful) successfully added 
Password page is displayed into the database 
3 Adding new administrator by The error page IS Administrator not 
entering incorrect or displayed added into the 
unacceptable Usemame and database 
Password 
Administration Module - Change Adrninistrat r Password 
Table 7.4: Unit Testing of the Admini trati n Module- hange Administrator Pa sword 
No Test Procedure 
\ Checking the display of the 
Change Admini trator 
Password page 
2 Changing adrninistrat r The 
password by entering corr ct (regi trati n u cc 
old and new Pa sw rd pa ic I 
3 admini strntor 'fhc 
rd mterin , inc rr t 
and luti n 
fully 
All nd 
hyperlink are display d 
and w rking c rrcctly 
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Edit Portal Information Module 
Table 7.5: Unit Testing of the Edit Portal Inf nnati n M dulc 
Output/ rr r No Test Procedure 
nd luti n 
1 All 
2 Updating portal The update information Data retrieved from the 
information by inputting form and updated database are displayed in 
correct/valid information information the form for updating. 
confirmation page rs Information is 
displayed successfully updated 
3 Updating portal The update information Information i not updated 
information by inputting form ts displayed. 
Checking the display of the No error 
Edit Information page 
nd 
hyperlinks are displayed 
and working correctly 
incorrect/invalid 
information 
rrc p riding err r 
me age i displayed 
Member List and Update Module 
Table 7.6: Unit Testing of the Member List and Update Module 
No Test Pr cedure Analy i 
Re ult and luti n 
n and 
Member List page hy irlin 
di 'played 
arc 
and 
I ectly 
2 Adding a 
filling up rre t inf rmati n di .pln .d 
m ·111l r 11 11 in 1ti 
iddc 
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3 n t 
4 Updating member details by The update member form is Data retrieved from 
filling up correct information displayed and the update the database are 
5 Updating member details by The update member form i Member details are 
filling up incorrect displayed. Corresponding not updated. The 
Adding a new member by The add member form is Member 
filling up incorrect displayed. Correspondin 
information in one of the error mes age i di play d will n th 
fields each time for the particular inc rrcct parti ular f 1 th t 
field cau d the err r 
member 
confirmation 
information displayed m the 
page is form for updating. 
Member details are 
successfuJly updated 
into the database 
displayed 
information in one of the error message is displayed cursor will f cu n 
fields each time for the particular incorrect the particular fi Id 
field that caused the error 
6 lS Deleting member from The delete member form Member 
database and delete confirmati n successfully deleted 
pages are displayed from the databa e 
User ·eedback M dule 
Table 7.7 Unit Testing of the scr Fe dback M dule 
No Test Procedure Analy i f T t Result 
and lution 
and 
h p srlin , a o dis 1 ycd 
un l w n in > r ctly 
• er cedbac added 
Checking the di play 
User Feedback page 
f om .he idd 
u r v ith rr t inf nnoti n form i. li.1pl \ · l 
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3 Adding new feedback from 
user by filling up incorrect 
information in one of the 
fields each time 
The add feedback User feedbac 
form IS displayed. added int th 
Corresponding err r ht.: UL r \ ill n 
message is displayed the p rti ular ti l th t 
for the particular caused the err r 
incorrect field 
7.2.2 Integration Testing 
Integration testing is where combined modules that are dependent on one another are 
tested to determine if they function together as one. This is because integrated modules 
can be incorrect or inconsistent although the modules were individually proven 
satisfactory, as shown by the successful unit testing. Int gration testing is pecifically 
aimed at exposing the problems that ari e from the combination of modules. Variable 
and parameters pas ing arc all te ted during thi pha e. Previou ly developed unit t ting 
scripts can be combined to build an array of integration test case without much 
additional effort. At this stage, record manipulation and traver ing process s are als 
explicitly tested. 
lntegration testing ensures that alid linking and dynamic relati n hip are ta Ii hcd 
between sub-modules and module of the wh le sy tern. The te ting i 
tested in small egmcnt , where err r are ea icr to i olat and rectify. ach module in 
the system will be tested again t en ure that all the m dulc ar Iuucti nin ' r p irly 
without errors. 
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The Pelitawanis TNB Portal system's integration testing is based on the n m-up 
approach. This approach facilitates each component at th 1 we t 1 
hierarchy to be first tested as individual c mponents. Then, the ne: t om n nt t 
tested are those that call the previously tc tcd ne . dl until all 
components are included in the testing. 
Figure 7.2 shows an example of a constructed component testing hierarchy. 
D 
A 
E F 
Figure 7.2: An Example of Comp nent Te ting Hierarchy 
igure 7.3 depicts the sequence of te t and their de nden ie r u rn-up tc ting 
approach in the above constructed c m nent-testing hierarchy ee ne t page . 
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Test A, B, C, D, 
'F, 
•• 
Test B, E, F 
Test F TestE 
,. 
TcstC TestD, G 
• 
Test G 
Figure 7.3: The Bottom-up Testing Approach 
7.2.3 System Testing 
System testing is a series of different test whose primary rs to fully exercise the 
completed system. It is carried out on the entire integrated ystern a one unit to ensure 
that the entire system is validated. Its activitie include testing f y tern performance, 
stress security, configuration sensitivity, usability, data int grity, err r handling and 
recovery. 
The purpose of the verall system testing is to ensure and erify that the ystem i 
functioning properly and all de i n and de el pm nt bjecti ·' u ' m 'l. Sev .ml tep 
were carried ut te t the mpl •t d I lituw mi, ·1 N P 11 II ' ·t nn, including 
functi nal te tin rf rnrnncc tc uin , and t\ • • pt rn · · t • tin . 
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(a) Functional Testing 
System testing begins with the functional te ting. This focu " n th 
functionalities. Each function can be associated with some yst m m n n th t 
accomplish it. Effective functional testing has high pr babilitie t dcte t tern bugs 
and errors. The Pelitawanis TNB Portal system empl ys se eral guid lines for 
functional testing: 
• High fault detection probabilitie . 
• Know and anticipate expected actions and output. 
• Test all valid and invalid input types. 
• Include stopping criteria. 
(b) Performance Testing 
The purpose of the performance testing is to address the non-functional requirement 
of the system. ystem performance is m asured using performance objectives set by 
potential users. Areas such as the accuracy of retrieving data, query speeds in record 
retrieval, inter-module communicati n peed and file 1 ading from the data e r 
carefully examined. 
(c) Acceptance Testing 
After completing functional and performance te ting the 'Y t m ho· rifi d that nil 
requirement specified are fulfill d in ari u' 'lll re l pm nt. A ·c prance 
te ting i finally iarricd th· , 'l ·111 is .nlly u iblc r 
a able f m etin the u r ' rt rm \I\ '<' • ·t tti n nnd r •quir nn nt . 
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7.3 SYSTEM EVALUATION 
System evaluation is a process of evaluating the capability and u a ility f th 
system. This phase involves several assessment procedures that will au th 
level of the Pelitawanis TNB Portal. he m t important c aluation i the lu ti n b 
the end users, as they are the ones who will actually be using the system in the nd. End 
user evaluation plays a big role in the system evaluation as it h lps to detect not just 
errors and oversights, but also the limitations of the system. However, due to the logistics 
problem and time constraint, the author was not able to document the evaluation of the 
end users for inclusion in this report. 
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
8.1 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND IT OLUTION 
The Pelitawanis TNB Portal has unambiguous and straightforward d Ii bl n 
definitions. However, the process of dcvcl ping the sy tern is ch ll nging an 
demanding as any other development projects. The developer fa d arious difficulties 
ranging from minor setbacks to some considerable problems but none intricate enough to 
put at risk the system development. The following subcbapters will discuss the problem 
and approaches for solution in the Pelitawanis TNB Portal. 
8.1.1 Problems in Selecting System Development Tools 
There are many good and useful development tools available for the use of developing 
the Pelitawanis TNB Portal. However, not all f these are suitable a each tool h it 
own strengths and drawbacks. It must also be suited to the needs f the developer in thi 
particular project, depending on the ystcm requirements and needs. The task of cho sing 
the right development tool is always something challenging and hard to do because this 
choice will affect the entire development process of the ystem. urthermore, the 
developer's inexperience and lack of kn wledge f the elected t l must al be t ken 
into consideration. 
In search of the best development tools that cater to the ne d f the rtaJ the author 
analyzed the y tern requirement and t ne iz , 'Om inf rm ti n Iindin meth 
as i t in thi t k. Auth ritnti e t tr ni · re ur C m th Int »uet idvi •' fr rn 
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experienced lecturers and course mates and other professionals have helped finali th 
development tools selection. 
8.1.2 Problems in System Implementation 
The problems encountered in the system implementation process mainly h e to do with 
the system coding, which includes JavaScript, Visual Basic Script, Hypertext Markup 
Language, Cascaded Style Sheet and Active Server Pages Programming. These problems 
arose due to the author's lack of experience and exposure in these programming 
languages and also the limitation of these languages in certain ways. The author had to 
read many look up reference books and electronic resources in the Internet from time to 
time to seek solutions. The "first things first" approach was applied to comprehend the 
basic theories and fundamental concept of the pr grarnming language . his gradu lly 
builds up the foundation for clear programming comprehen ion and eventually provides 
the coding solutions for the Pelitawani TNB Portal. 
8.1.3 Problems Under tanding the Error Messages 
The author also encountered pr lem when trying t under tand the err r m age that 
were generated by Internet Information ervi e (II ) 5. r oth r t I u c pr gram 
the system due to the technicality of the me age and al o the auth r lack 
knowledge and experience in this area. M st f the time, the me· age arc v ry vague 
and c nfu ing. The me ages can I be mi leadin 1, a the ur c f the rr r rnetime · 
i n t the ne indi ated the · mpil ·r. 1 hi ' I rn lu 111 1 du· ·ti wh ·n the 
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author's familiarity with the browser increases over time, as well as taking pr . uti n 
such as always keeping back-up files in case of error . 
8.1.4 Retrieving and Inserting Data Into the Databa c 
Manipulating information in a database is not an ca y ta k f r beginn r . The author 
faced several challenges while using the SQL 2000 Server during the course of 
completing the system. Understanding how the database works and the specific rules and 
regulations as well as the language used in information retrieval and updating took up 
many hours and effort. However, this is gradually solved through various attempts, 
discussions with course mates and guidance from the lecturers. 
8.1.5 Problems in Designing an Attractive ayout for th 
Coming up with an attractive and uitable de ign for the portal is also a challenge f r the 
author. During the initial stages a I t f time wa pent trying ut the ftware and 
getting familiar with it, as well a learning from tut rials nline and from books. The 
author also looked at some sample of web ite f und n the Internet t g t me id a 
on how to design the p rtal. cv ral attempt were als d ne bef re the auth r c uld 
come up with a suitable de ign. uggc ti n and critique fr m thcr ur c mate and 
lecturers were also constructive in impr ving the vcrall de ign f the ortal, The limited 
screen space for the portal after ace mmodating the harcl' int P rtal rvcr al · d a 
problem for the auth r a a banner uld n t be in lud .d in the de ·i n f the rtal. 
H we er after numer us att empts nnd imr r 
tain d. 
i in w 1 • finally 
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8.2 SYSTEM STRENGTHS 
The following subchapters will highlight the sy tern's strength an 
Pelitawanis TNB Portal. 
nrur • f th 
8.2.1 Attractive and User-Friendly Graphical User Interface 
A Graphical User Interface (Gill) is a computer-user interface that uses graphical screen 
images as well as typed text, with icons on the screen to replace many of the functions of 
the keyboard. It has become one of the most important developments in the information 
technology field over the past ten years or so. This is due to the fact that it can make the 
most of its ability to represent lots of information on the screen. The Pelitawanis TNB 
Portal was designed to achieve the single purpose of being user-friendly. UI enables the 
"point and click" mechanism to perform it pre et peration . M reover, it has been 
proven as the most trouble-free and straightforward learning environment f r m st user . 
8.2.2 Easy and Functional ontcnt Management 
The core of the Pelitawanis TNB Portal i the content manag ment, which i the 
integration of the Ad mini tration c mpon nt . he administrati n menu i re trict d nly 
to authoritative administrator . Thi is where the admini trot r can perform ari data 
manipulation functions such a adding deleting and updating inf rmati n. he 
administrators can specifically edit the member list and al the inf rmnti n di played in 
the portal. All thi i d ne u ing user-friendly I int rfn ·c by u ·ing th click and 
point me hani m, The admini strut r do n t ne · l to n w" h · the dntnl a c is r h w 
the inti rmt ti n in the dutn n so r ny i i re Ion mu e 'UCh 1 • l LTM r 
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8.2.3 Authorization and Authentication 
Only authorized administrators can ace ss the adrninistrati n page t mak 
to the information on the portal. The adminisrrat r must provide valid u ernarne an 
password in order to gain access into the administrati n menu. If th us mame and 
password is incorrect, an error message will be prompted and the user is r directed to the 
login page again. This will therefore ensure that only authorized changes are made to the 
portal. 
8.2.4 Informative Messages and Pages 
Appropriate error messages and alerts are very useful in assisting user when they make a 
mistake or are not familiar with the ystem. When u r try to per onn illegal acti n , 
such as leaving a field on a form blank r entering an invalid data type, an error me age 
will be prompted so that the user may be aware of the mistake. he system also pr vides 
confirmation me sages to the user when tasks arc completed, f r example when a 
registration is complete or succ s ful. User will also need to be given adequate warning 
before performing vital task uch a deleting mcm er rec rd fr m the data ct av id 
accidental deletion of data. verall, this will impr ve the y tern rclia iliry. 
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8.3 SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS 
Every system developed has its own limitations and con traint . The lit v 
Portal is no exception. Although these setback con me the c ecti en n th 
efficiency of the system, various precaution have been taken t minimiz th um nte 
consequences. Moreover, these constraints can be addressed in futur de el pment or in 
system enhancements. 
8.3.1 Limited Type of Information 
When the idea of this portal initially proposed, the author wanted to put in various types 
of data or information in the portal to enrich the experience of its users. However, due to 
lack of resources such as an audiocassette r videotape f the Pelitawanis songs or 
activities, the author could not digitize the articular medium of inf rmation t c 
uploaded to the portal. 
8.3.2 Cannot support direct search 
Users cannot perform advanced ta ks such carch and man gement f d ument 
directly in the portal. he arch i p erf rmed u ing the hareP int P rtal ervcr and n t 
through the main p rtal int rface. hi might c c nfu ing t e n t 
familiar with the harePoint technol gy rd n t p h level f rnputcr ill . 
imit ti r-Dire ·t id Fun .tlon 8.3.3 
Thi t i I v ii l ' uuiqu und ·ust miz ·d 
f th p rtul and the x rience for ach fit·u'r·.·rhi is 
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information that is stored in it are mostly general-purpose and do not r quire if 
directions from users regarding the actions they want to take. Although thi i t 
drawback, some users might feel that it is too impersonal and not a friendly th v t 
it to be. 
8.4 FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 
This portal is not yet a "perfect" system and therefore future enhancements are of course 
expected to take place. The following sections discuss some of the suggested 
enhancements that can be incorporated into this system in the near future. 
8.4.1 Support of Various Mediums of Information 
This enhancement will allow users to experience many types of information fr m the 
usage of the portal, such as a video clip of the activities that were organized, s ngs that 
were composed for competitions and much more. This will make the portal a truly multi- 
media portal that would give users a rich web experience. 
8.4.2 Incorporation of management function 
Functions that can as ist the adrnini trators (mainly the c mmittec of the organi ati n in 
the administration of the rganization can al be included in thi portal to incre e it 
effectiveness and usefulness. Minute' management y tern and document torin are 
some of the fi ible m dule that can be dcv I ·d f r this pur s •. 
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8.4.3 Online registration 
At the moment, members of the organization need to register a morn r b manu l 
application using the forms that may be printed from the web r taken dir tl T m th 
office. In future, online registration can be included that u er c n enter in all th 
details needed to complete the form and then register online. The administrators can then 
process the application and can print out the completed form for record keeping purposes. 
8.5 KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE GAINED 
Throughout the whole development process of the portal, right from the beginning till the 
last minutes of the development and implementation process, the author has gained much 
invaluable experience that would greatly help in preparing for the working environment 
especially in the field oflnformation Techn logy. 
A large portion of the theories learnt through the subjects offered while studying in 
university such as programming languages, database design and features, software 
engineering, and other knowledge were put into practical use and the author wa a le t 
increase understanding and c mprehensi n f the c subjects thr ugh this pr jeer. 
The experience of using software and other applicati n pr gram 
Drearnweaver rviX, Macromedia Fla h MX Ad be Ph t h p . 
designing banner ult n , imple animation and th ' w re ul 
intere ting. The auth r nl I 'amt h w t ' rit • r 
r Pa 
uch a Macr media 
and technique in 
very u eful and 
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Apart from this, the author also learnt how to work independently to Iv th ari us 
problems and challenges that came up during the cour e of dcvcl pin th po tal • 
as handling the searching of information for the dcvelopm nt f this portal. 
The author's communicating skills were also polished in the pr css of dealing with all 
the people involved one way or another in the development of this system. Course mates, 
the project supervisor and moderator and users of the system all had a part to play in the 
development of the portal and the author's communication and rapport with is important 
to ensure that the end result will be the best possible for all concerned. 
8.6 CONCLUSION 
Overall, the author was able to come up with a satisfactory p rtal that c mains the 
proposed modules and achieved the bjcctive stated in the prop al. The m dulcs have 
been successfully integrated and fulfilled both the functional and non-functi nal 
requirements . 
. he current version of the developed system ha a g d num er f trcngth ut als 
contains limitation and drawback . he sy tern ha a high p tential further 
enhanced and to be made more effective and efficient in the future. 
The auth r ha learnt a lot during the wh le d • and many I arnin 
th· uuth r. ' ill 
pi · •cl up id · le hni 
p rtunitie and th r kn wl 
nmunicati n and h \i to · tin· rut· \ ith th rs w 
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skills like web-based programming, designing techniques, database manipul ti n nd 
scripting. 
It is hoped that with its strengths and limitation balanced, thi v r ion of th Pel it wani 
TNB Portal will be useful to the target users and will be able to assist them in performing 
their tasks as well as provide an interesting online experience to them. 
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ABOUT Pelitawanis TNB Portal USER MANUAL 
This manual provides step-by-step instructions of the sy tern p rari n and pr ures. 
This manual comprises three (3) pans as follows: 
Part 1: Introduction 
Part 2: System Requirements 
Part 3: Getting Started with Pelitawanis TNB Portal 
PART 1: INTRODUCTION 
The Pelitawanis TNB Portal is a Web-based information system that emphasizes on information 
and resource sharing of information regarding the Pelitawanis TNB Organization and other 
related information. This portal is designed for use by the interested public in general and the 
Pelitawanis TNB members (specifically Butterworth Branch member ) in particular. 
The main functions of the Pelitawanis TNB Portal system are as follows: 
• Provide a user friendly and easy to u e facility for admini trat r to add, delete, r update 
the member detail and other inf rmation contain d in the portal that have been up! aded 
in the database. 
• Allow both admini trator and other user to view the most updated information 
regarding the organization, it member and activitie ·. 
PART 2: Y TEM REQUTREM NT 
2.1 Run- irne Requirement 
Hardware configuration requirement to run P litawanis TN 
• At least TBM c rnpatible Int 1 P ntium I1 
• At least 64M RAM 
• Available 3.0 or ab e hard di k pa e 
• Other standard deskt p P c rnplian e 
nal y t m 
r 
oftware c nfi urati n r quin mcnts t nm I lit:I\ 1U1i' NI 
• ~ ind Wind v · , Wi11d ' N I' 
I tnl 'I Ill 
• 
• 
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• Internet Explorer 5.0 or above 
PART 3: GETTJNG STARTED WITH Pelitawanis TNB Portal 
and procedure fall th modul ~ in The following subchapters describes in detail the proce 
the Pelitawanis TNB Portal. 
3 .1 Administration Module 
The Administration Module covers the administrator login, add new admini traror, and change 
password functions. 
3 .1.1 Login and Logout 
Authorized administrators can login to the Administration Menu page to perform administration 
tasks such as adding, deleting, and updating member information as well as the portal information 
by logging in at the Administration Login page. All information that can e changed is acce sed 
via the buttons found on the Administration Menu page. ·igure l and Figure 2 depicts the 
Administration Login page and Administration Menu page respectively. 
Oaly :tte odlnlnbtrat.N are 01ttborlud to enhr! 
ADMINISTRATOR LOGIN 
Username: I 
Password: I - --- •- " , I Lo9ln . 
B.AO< TO l'ORTAL HOMePAGe 
Figure l: The Int rface f the Admini tration in Pa e 
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LOGOUT 
~ -tok. lllt4t1"e: Thb d1'9 Is ...iy ouu~IW. n -rt.. .. ...i.. ...,._ ~· 
ovt1torhe.d a= odmlnls'"tratws 1'e 'this peM'OI. P'\&o~• mob ol e ...,..,._, ..+tit 
core h u:ure ttwrt 'tile portol wiU be ft-u •f &N"•t'S at ol ,;,..,.,, . 
Figure 2: The Administration Menu Interface 
3.1.2 Add New Administrator 
New administrators for the portal can al o be add d in thi m dule. he new dmini traror ju t 
need to register their username and pas word in the Add New Administrator page. A 
confirmation message will be shown t let them know the regi tration was succe ful. owever, 
if there is an error, an error mes age will be shown instead and the user is brought back to the 
Add New Administrator page to try again. Figure 3 h w the Add New Admini rrator page. 
T• odd o MW odmlni:s1rat.t', pleas• fiA hi oll 'the fields oed cllc:k Reglstiu' 1"e submi1' the re9b1rotion. 
Choo 
AOMINJ 
Your usern m : 
V nfy P ssword: 
DAO< TO .Al>MINUTilA O~ M NU PA 
me : ·n10 Add N lnl f ICO 
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3 .1.3 Change Administrator Password 
Existing administrators can also change their password fr m time t time 
difficult for unauthorized users to detect their pa w rd . 1..-y just n d t me 
new password to make this change. 
thnt it \: ill l m re 
~~-=- . ...£HANGE PASSW~ _ ~ 
~ld_Pa.ssword~j- ==-j 
f New Password: 
1venfy. Password: _ _ __ __ __.l 
[_____ C~&noe I Clear I_ _ .l 
DAO( TO Al>MINI.STRATOR MENU PAGe 
Figure 4: TI1e Change Password Interface 
3.2 Member List and Update Module 
The Member List and Update module cover the di play f mem er record , the dding f new 
members, the updating of e i tin) member inf rrnati n and al the deletion f mcm er re rd 
from the database. 
3.2.1 i play Member Record 
When the adrnini traror wants to check the late t member list, the administrator nly ne d to 
click on the Display Member Rec rd butt n and the Ii l will be hown. Fi ure 5 illu trat the 
Di play Member Rec rd page. 
M mbel"l>hlP No P kerjt 
12:1? 
•162 7 
l 1'4JJ 
'1355 
2 24 
5::124 
ure : 111 J 111 ·1 f1 • rel I it• 
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3.2.2 Add New Member 
First of all, the administrator needs to check if the details of the particular rn mb 
in the database or not. lf it does not exi t, then the admini tr. t 
into the Pelitawanis TNB Portal database. 
The administrator can access the Add New Member page by clicking on the Add N ' 
button on the Administration Menu page. The admini trator n ed t fill up all th fi Ids 
(Member Type, No.Pekerja, Title, First Name and Last Name). The memb r will be added v hen 
the administrator clicks the Add button at the bottom of the form di played. The new member 
information is then shown to the administrator when the member list is di pla ed again. The Add 
Member Info page is shown below in Figure 6. 
l'laose eatt.r the de'toib ef the .,...bar yH -t ti odd i11te tba dotol>o:e: 
Memb rTyp : 
No. P karja: 
Title: lc1k 3 
3 
1rs N m : 
La N m : 
Add I Clo11rJ 
DAO< TO Al>MINISTRATOR MeNV PAGe 
Figure 6: The Interface of the Add Member Inf Page 
3.2.3 Update Member Information 
The administrator can choose to make changes to the rnem er d tail if and wh ·n th re arc 
changes that neces itate it. The admini trat r ju t nc d t click on the pdat Mem er lnf 
button on the Admini trati n Menu page acce ' the pdate M mb r Inf page. o 
administrator can then elect the rec rd to be updated y cli kin n the corr pondin , update 
field. 
This will bring the administrator t the pd te M »nl er f rm p 1 . h m an er 
updated accordin t th ' mud y ih 1· ' h 11 1h utt n ot the 
ti m f th f rm i Ii ked, Fi ur 7 illu: trnt .' th 
illu trot U1 dut omb r f rm, 
whil Joi urc 
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,No Pdtet1• Membership •
1 2575 
46257 
111433 
j43SS3 
23243 
!2s324 
60313 
8AQC TO AbMU~STIIATOlt ME~IU 'AaE 
Figure 7: The Interface of the Update Member Info Page 
M(MOER DE'TAILS 
Member Typo: I Ordon ry 3 
No.P k rJ : IB79'16 
T1t10: lc11: 3 
nr N m : 
L stN m: 
·igure 8: The Interface of the Update Member Form 
3.2.4 elete Member Record 
The adrninistrat r can al de! re a mcm r re rd from the mern er Ii t. The lete M m er 
Record page can be acces ed in the rune way a the Add Mem er Inf and 
page. The adrnini trator elects the re rd t be deleted fr m the 1 .te 1 m er Rec rd page. 
Then the Delete Member form will e h wn. When tho admini trot n th 
rd ju t in c 
ein • 11c ·idc11tuJly 
illu •tr 11 • tho ·let Mern er 
a message alert will confirm v hether the admini trat r want 
Delete button wa accidentally clicked n. Thi' i t pt 
erased because the delete acti n annot 
Record • e and , 'I h 1\1 Ill ·r I '' I'd \ ill Mm 
admini strut r cli k · th cl ·t utt n, 
d l hl wh nth 
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11433 1Jfot1mo 
43553 Lifetime 
!23243 Ordm ry 
25324 ordin ry 
\87946 lord1n ry 
25364 Ordm ry C1k Kartln1 Ulng 
60313 Ordinary 
62253 Ord1n ry 
!No Pekerja !Membership 
! 12575 - f Ord1n_;r-y -
\46257 \Llf om 
BAOC TO AbMINI.$TRATOR MeNU PAGE 
1~ 
Figure 9: The Interface of the Delete Member Record Page 
Pie~• click bcle"ft n dclet'e recerd fnm da'to base: 
Momb r Typ 
No.P k rj : 
Titl : 
rrst Name: 
Las N m : 
Al 
DAOC TO AbMI~TRATOR M NU rAGC 
igure 10: ie Interface f the eletc Mcmb er rm 
3.3 User Feedbac M dule 
The User Feedback module i fl r rdinary u er of the rtaJ mid i · not 11 idercd 1 art th 
administration menu. 
.. l dd r Fe ·d a 
ng 
Delete 
i ·it th Pclituv uuis TNI I rt \I 11 c11 11r 1 ·I t 
th idminis nt 1 urd t th 1 111i11.1t i n in 
nuncnt' und f ·d ac 
ting th i1 111111 , 111 iii 1uth • und 
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comments in the User Feedback page. These may include recornmcndati n 
complaints and etc. All the user has to do is to enter in the correct informati n t 1g 
when the Add Feedback button is clicked, the new entry will be dd d int 
User Feedback List can also be viewed by clicking on the hyperlink pr vid d t the n m th 
User Feedback page. Figure 11 shows the User Feedback page. 
Figure 11: TI1e Interface of the U er Feedback Page 
3.4 Edit Information Module 
One of the most important functions of the administrators is to maintain and update the 
information on the portal. Hence, the latest updates and other relevant inf rmation can e add d 
to the portal to ensure that the information is n t utdaied. Thi i a hie cd y u in th· dit 
Information module. 
3.4.1 dit Information 
Administrators may al o edit the informati n ii und in ariou pa 'C m the p rtal. n the 
Administration Menu page administrator just need t click th dit In nnati n butt n ond the 
Edit Information pa e will be di splay d. ho admini t at r can then se I '<.Jit whichever 
information that need to e chan 1 ·d r updut t b , unpl -. i 
the admini sirut r h 
·v · tive updot field. 
J2d·plt tho dit 
th admini t ut r con 
dure i · th 
In rmati n pn hile Fi II 0 l th l· lit M ilu r \}~ int 
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Figure 12: The Interface of the Edit Inf rmation Page 
MAIN PAGE 
BACKGROUND PAGE 
AcnYmES PAGE 
M MB R INFORMATION PAG 
CONTACT US PAGE 
JOIN US PAGE 
USER FEEDBACK PAGE 
M MB R LIST PAGE 
PHOTO ALBUM 
ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE 
BAOC TO AbMINI.STltATOR MENU PAGE 
PleoH click .. 'ttoe "l'dah fieJd t'e l'•rform updoi'e: 
, Ihfo'tmn~o.n , . 
Welcome to the Peli w nis TNB (Bu rwortJi Br nch) 
Homepacat This paoe contains m ny inform tion 
reoarding us and our 'v1ti s .... includino th 
bad<oround of our oroarnzation, our bran 
organization structure, member list and information s 
well as photos from our various activ1ti s. 
DAO: TO esrr INFO PAGE 
Figure l : TI1e Interface of dit Main Pago 
Update 
This will take the administrat r to the no: t page which i the pdate Information rm ( ·igure 
14). The administrator can make the relevant change and wh n the pdllt · utt n 1 click cl, the 
information is updated in the data e and a c nfirmnti n 
administrator to let them kn w that the upd t • w 
will shown I the 
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PORTAL INFORMATION 
Title: IMainl 
Description: 
Welcome to the Pelt aw ms TNB (Bu rworth 
Branch) Hom p gel This p 1J contains many 
Information: inform tion r Q rdtnQ 
us and our acnvmes .... 1ndud1no he 
backeround of our ..:.J 
Updl)te 
BAO( TO ADMINISTRATOR MENU PAGE 
Figure 14: The Interface of the Update Information Fonn 
3.4.2 Upload File 
Administrators may also change the organization trucrure (in jpeg format) by using the Upload 
File function. The administrator can br wse f r the path f the file to be upl aded in the pl ad 
File page and then upload the file nt the p nal. ·igurc 15 depi t the pl ad ile interface. 
SELECT A FILE TO UPLOAD: 
Browse ... 
Save To: Disk r. Upload! 
Figure 15: he pl ad ile Interface 
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Appendix A 
Interview questions prepared by the author for the purpo c f interviev in th 
l. What is your opinion regarding the management pr 
PELIT AW ANIS TNB? Do you agree or disagr e? Why 
2. What do you think are the features that should be includ d in the portal 
3. What about the information that should be included e.g. activiti s, announcements 
etc.? 
rs 
n l f F 
4. Do you foresee any difficulties in using the portal? Can you elaborate further? 
5. Aie there any suggestions that you have concerning the portal, in regards to the 
exposure and training provided to the users prior to the implementation of the portal? 
6. Do you agree that the development of this portal would benefit the user ? 
7. Do you think that this p rtal w uld c able t help y u r the rganizaii n in 
organizing its activities, disseminating inf rmati n and registering new members? 
8. Would the portal have a positive impact on the organization as a whole? 
9. What is the most important issue in the development of the portal t you e.g. nice 
interface, user-friendly simple meet your need , and et. . ? 
. Any other suggestion ? 
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